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Change as Oppor 
You Can Say Th 
Exceptional Inform 
Benchmark for St 
Performance Im 
Powered by BASIS@ / 
You're lookinq a t  the 
The corporate library is n o  longer an 
island, but a n  integral part of your 
document management system and the 
focal point for organizing enterprise- 
wide information assets. The question is, 
how do you deliver all your business-crit- 
ical documents t o  users in n form they 
can understand and you can manage? 
You're looking at the answer. TECHLIB 
is the integrated library system o f  choice 
for over 250 of the world's most presti- 
gious research organizations. Consider 
what it delivers: 
Web smarts: TECHLIB uses the 
BASIS Intranet solution. N o  other tech- 
nology delivers so many industrial- 
strength document management and 
security features t o  reliable Intranet dis- 
tribution. 
Library smarts: While BASIS man- 
ages business-criticai documents, 
TECHLIB manages traditional library 
FutGeoF the 
cataloging, circulation, acquisitions and 
serials controi functions. 
Scalability: Whether you measure 
your collections i n  gigabytes or 
terabytes, it's reassuring t o  h o w  that 
t h e  BASISITECHLIB combinat ion  
has  never  encountered  a da tabase  
management challenge it couldn't handle. 
1 mmediate Results: TECHLIB is 
an out-of-the-box application that can 
start organizing your collection immedi- 
ateiy. At the same time, it is highly con- 
iigurable t o  your specific requiremen~s. 
Flexibility: TECHLIB operates in 
most standard UNIX environments 
and o n  Digital V M S .  
Want to know more about the future of the corporate library? 
FOP your Free White Paper or additicanai information. call 
1-800-328-2648, or dawnlead it o f f  the Web: www.idi.ocIc.org. 
Example of a TECHLIB search screen. 
E600 Frsntz Road, P.O. Box 8007 
Ddblin, OH 43016-2007 
Now Onfine! 
Declassified Documents 
Reference System 
Primary Ssurce Media now 
offers unprecedented access 
tc previozsiy classified govern- 
ment documenrs. DDRS is the 
oniy coatiouing, comprehensive 
effort to film, s ~ m x a r i z e ,  and 
index classified documents a s  
they are released. Updated 
bimonthly, this reference system 
currently includes more than 
70,000 &?classified, documents. 
XOW DGr?S's comprehensive 
indexing system - including 
documer;t subjects, issue dates, 
sources, cJ.assificaiions, and 
types of .co.nrnunications, as  
well as informative document 
absuacts - is now online. 
T-'istc:ria~s, poliricai and social 
scientists, and students will ail 
be g ~ a r a ~ t e e d  access to this 
re~al - i iab le  collection. 
1% Lunar Drive 
',Noodbridge, CT 06525 
1.600.444.9799 
mr~rt.v.psmedi- C . C O ~  
DOW JONES H A S  PEOPLE TA 
rr The online Journal is not just my 
starting point for financial information, 
it's also the closest thing America 
has to a great national newspaper. fl 
6GThere is no question. 
Dow Jones's content is the benchmark 
for business information. It's the best. 
You start and finish with Dow   ones." 
1Maryhn Whitney, Team Leader, Library Services, 
Chevron Services Co. 
rr If you can't find it here, 
it hasn't been published." 
Mike Hogan 
PC Computing, November 1996 
For more information about Dow Jones, 
visit our Web site or call 800-369-7466 ext. 4138. 
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infOmEatjOn ik&~ook (ISSN 109 1-0808) is published 
monthlj by the S p e d  Libra~es Association, 1700 
Eighteenth Street, h'u: tVast;m@n DC 20009- 
2514 Tei 1-2C2-234-4700. ext. 644 Fax 1- 
202-265-93 1 7 e-mag: magazine@sia.org. 
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the conIib3~ii?rs 10 the association's pubhiion. 
Eciimrial WEWS do not necessarily represent the 
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from the files." A copy d the nailing la:xi and/ 
or the sabscxiber numlur will facilitate :he pro- 
cessing af claims. 
Refund Wicy: Dze to the ccst of processing a 
reimburseme~t, ?he association's poky IS that 
"No refunds v d  be issued for amounts under $5." 
Unnge of Address:  ow six weeks for all 
changes to beccme eEec5ve. All comrnunica- 
Eons shouid be dccomynied by a mailing label 
from a recent imw 
Pottmastm S e d  address changes to Subscriptions, 
I$ornatkm Uatbok, S p e d  Libraries Assomtion, 
1700 Bghteenth Street, Nfl I $ 7 a s h ~ ~ n ,  DC 
20009-2514, USA. Pe&dicals postage paid at 
W a s h g ? ? ~ ~ ,  DC ad at i t t i o n d  maiIing oEces 
Advertising: Acceptance of an advertisement 
does no1 kpIy endorsement of the product by 
the Special Lhranes Assoc!atkn For 1997 ad- 
vertislng rate cards or other advertising intorma- 
tion, cor,taci Lorm Walls, director, exh~birs acd 
advertising, a:. 1-2iZ-254-4700, ext. 550. 
~ ~ o r m u z i u ~ ~  C ibok is printed in black and one 
PMS color. Four-cdcr adveitting is avadabLe. 
infomafion Out2nok offers classifred advertising 
for "Posiiions 3pen" and "hlarkeplace." 
Q 1997 by Special Libraries Association. 
Material protected by this copyright may be 
photxopied for the  on-commerciai purpose of 
scholarsh:p or research 
w~ww.sia.org 
Exceptional Information Delivery: 
Use the TOM-QIM-SLA Competencies Connection 
For information management specialists seeking to achieve excellence in information 
delivery, three management concepts provide a perfect framework-total quality 
management, quality information management, and the SLA Competencies 
Statement. Guy St. Clair explains how this connection can work for you! 
Benchmark for Strategic Performance Improvement 
Prove your worth to upper management-benchmark! Annette Gohlke explains how 
benchmarki~~g can be an effective tool to see just how effective, efficient? and 
economical your library is. 
StA in Seattie: Attendees Take Pacific Northwest by Storm 
SLA's second largest conference ever, Seattle proved to be a major success for 
everyone iiwolved. Take a look at some of the exciting events that took place in the 
"Emerald City!" 
5 Executive Outlook 
SLA Executive Director David R. Bender reports on a most successful conference and 
reveals new directions that will guide the future of the association. 
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SLA's Virtual Bookstcre, made possiiile 
through the generous support of Microsoft 
Corporation and Disclosure, inc.. 
opened for business on 
August 1, 1997. Visitors 
to SLA's home page may 
access the online ordering 
system through the Pub- 
lications link and browse 
through a comprehensive 
and searchable camlog of 
SLA's publications and 
videotapes. Another step 
in the migration toward 
the virtual association, 
the Virtual Bookstore al- 
iows members and non- 
members to make purchases 24 
hours a day, seven days a week. 
Hcnk how it wo&, 
Enter SLA's Web site zt m-s la .org .  
Click on "Pubiications", then "Books* and 
you will be linked to the bookstore's wel- 
come page. If yw'd Kle to browse by sub- 
ject area, choose from the listing and enter 
the pages. If you are looking for a particular 
title, select "Find a Book" 2om the m e ~ u  bar 
on the lek of the screen follow CIe 
search prompts. Books may be found by 
subject, title, key word, or author. Each 
book en&y includes a full color graphic of 
the cover, a brief summary, and table of con- 
tents, followed. by a shopping bask& icon 
along with instructions to "Add to Order" or 
"Go to Order". Once you've added an item 
to your order, you wilI be asked ti: register. 
For SLA members, ymr "username" is 
your 1 s t  name and your "password" is your 
membership identification number {this 
number can be found on the mailing labek 
of literature you receive from headquarters). 
In or& to receive m e d c  &mun&, you 
must enter y o u  membersh@ idenz@mDbn 
n&er. For nonmembers, you will be asiced 
to enter your name and select a password. 
Once you have registered the Fist time, your 
information wili be stored in our database. 
For future visits, you wiIl be required to sim- 
ply enter your username and password. 
4 Information C!Mooli Ru&tjst 1937 
Keep in mind that registering does not oidi- 
gate you to mzke a purchase. 
When you're ready tc checkout, you will 
be asked to coa f~m the shipping and billing 
addresses and. prepay yozr order with z 
W a ,  hiasterCard, o: American Express. 
rZll credit card transactions are secured :is- 
ing Secure Socket Layer (SSL) ieck~oIog. 
Your books w% arrive within two to three 
weeks. It's thax easy. 
Order EHcc'Pr~snicwllfy~ 
Gag f P4 Off, 
Tke V i r t a l  Bookstore allows US ti: pra- 
vide you w"lL'1 up-to-date information and. 
developments in tne Nonseria! Publicztioris 
Program in real time, and we enccurage 
you to make use of this excirmg new bene- 
fit by visiting often. As an added incentive, 
if you piace an order thougin the Virtual 
Bookstore between now a ~ ~ d  Septer~ber 30, 
1997 you'li receive a2 additional 10% off 
your total. 
The 'd~ktual Booksore is SLA's piIot 
project in electronic commerce and, ir, the 
fwae,  more SLP, products and services w31 
v e  as we con- be available for purchase onL . 
tinue ti: move toward the vAix4 associa- 
tior,. Take some time to visit our 'J;;rtud 
Bookstore a ~ d  ten us what you think, W e  
welcome your comments and suggestions; 
send your feedback 10 books@sia.~?rg. 8 
Coui?tepint Publishing . .. . . . . . .  ..92 
~ws~.ccunte rp~in t~ccm 
D ~ w  Jones Q Conpary . . . . .  .2,25-29 
hZp://bis.dowjoones.com 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  EIU 21 
w w i u . c o m  
Info'orma.tiea Dimensions . . . . . .  cover 2 
v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . i d i , s c ~ c . c o m  
inspec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11 
~mry?r..ioj,iee.orguk 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jchn F"Jifey & Sons .59 
WTW;.W&~.CGXI 
. . . .  Knight-Rldder Information cover 4 
V~VV?N~ k r i a f m m  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LEXS-NEXIS .I6 
v~~w,lexs-nexis~com 
Nerac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  49 
tvmi,nerac.com 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ovid Technologies . 4  
~ ~ i ' + s \ ~ . o ~ d . c o ~ r :  
. . . . . . . . . . .  Primary S o m e  Media . I  
i ~ w ~ p s m e d i a . c m  
. . . . . . . . . . .  Standad & Poors ccver 3 
V,WW, ss'lockinh. stzndardpoor.cm 
I am happy to report that headquarters is returning to a normal routine following a most successful 
annual conference. SLA staff returned safely back to Washington, DC, with a renewed sense of mission 
and cooperation. This feeling was coctagious for everyone who attended %A's 88th Annual Confer- 
ence. The Seattle conference was the second largest conference in SLA history with 0,935 attendees, 
447 exhibits, and over 500 professional programs and events. The theme which abounded, "Change as 
Opportunityn gave way to a bonding feeling. In other words, we're aU in this together. 
The opportunities put before us as information professionals and as an association are many. SLA 
strives to be an association th2.t is heading for the future with eyes open to opportunities. It is evident 
that SLA's membership is excited about these changes and opportunities. This was obvious throughout 
the well attended sessions, classes, and traffic oc the exhibit floor. 
Tqe vitaiity of the association is based on these opportunities-this continuum of changes in ideas, programs, activities: plans, and 
strategies. Each of these opportunities moves the association forward through thousands of individsal decisions and actions. With the 
proper mix of vigor and vitality comjined with prudence and pztience, the association can look to prolonged progress and success. 
Tire beginnkg of every new association year affords us a time to sum up the past and make new plans for the future. With cohesive ef- 
fort among staff, j-eadership, and membership, we ,can and will embrace a future in which we determine our own destiny. 
Our associa:ion's diection will be guaranteed by a sure conbination of the following: 
1. dedicated membership committed to individual acts of excellence and corporate acts of distinction; 
2. an equally dedicated and committed staff, one that knows of what the association is capable, and secses how to make it perform to 
achieve more; 
3. elected officers who provide vision and clear policy direction; 
4. effective relationships with a host of "publics"-private, corporate, and government- who are expected to play a role in sustaining 
and supporting the goals of the association; and 
5. strong parfr~erships with related professional associations to work toward common goals. 
Immediate dzection was set at corference with the approval of a new strategic plan. The board of diectors zpproved this pian that will cany 
Lie association ir&o the new millennium. While the strategic plar establishes SLA's diection over the long term, priorkieies will be reviewed and 
adjusted anrIuaIIy. me priorities noted in this newest version of the plm are based on membership input from a variety of unit surveys and dis- 
c~ssions. The 1997198 priorities for the association are to increase member competency in the field, to improve the value vs. perception of the 
professim tc decision-makers, and to increase access to the association which is a priority in the move to tine vkzual associatiori. 
Soon after r.&rning to Washington, DC, we received news of success in an effort that has received unified library community support. 
On June 26, 1997, the United States Supreme Court struck down the Communications Decency Act, a law that placed severe restrictions on 
free speech and information access rights in cyberspace. SLA, along with the American Association of Law Librarians, the American Li- 
brary Association, the Association of Research Libraries, and the Medical Library Association, was strenuously opposed to this law due to 
its effects OK Fkw Amendment rights. The Act's initial intent was to protect children from pornographic content on the Internet. Like the 
Supreme Court, SLA beiieves that personal responsibility and pzrental control are the answers to the problems addressed by the CDA, 
rather than onercus government intervention at the expense of the First Amendment. 
This continned sense of community and cooperation will continue in the coming months, as this coalition works for a fair and balanced 
reform of the United States Government's printing policies. SLA, in conjunctiori with the rest of the library community, has been proactive 
in the d e v e l ~ p ~ e n t  of proposed legislation that has been submitted to the Congress. 
These government relations issues are just examples of the opportunities we face in many aspects of the profession. SLA is dedicated 
to working to produce the best outcome for you and the profession in the present and future. The closely kkit structure of SLA has enabled 
it to grow and prosper &roughout its history. Members have a shared value-people pulling together in the same direction. Our associa- 
tion affiliations reflect this value and, we believe, are setring a high standard of community and cooperation. 
As in any goup function, it is best accomplisi?ed -%en there is commonaiity of purpose, a shared sense of wanting to succeed together, 
to belong and to be acceptcd by your peers. SLA's future challenges will depend on the strength of our connections and willingness to be a 
part of a cohesive force. Whether it be coming together as membership, staff, or as a part of a coalition of library associations9 we feel that 
we are on the right track and will proceed with bold vigor and reney~ed 
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Marilyn Bromley, library 
manager, Burezu of National 
Affairs (BKA), Washington, DC, 
recently gave a presentation on 
copyright in the digital age at a 
meeting of editarid managers 
at BNA. She is a member of the 
Business & Fimce,  Legal, In- 
surance , & Employee Benefits, 
Environment Q Resource Man- 
agement, Liliraxy Management, 
News. Solo Librarians, and In- 
formation Technology Divisions 
Barbara Spiegelman, man- 
ager of technical information 
and corrmuniati,ons, Westhg- 
house Electric Corporation, 
Pittsburgh, PA, was honored 
with the Distin~ished Alumni 
Award from the University of 
Pittsburgh Schooi of Informa- 
tion Sciexes. She is a member 
of the Pinsbur$? Chapter and 
the Business Q Finance; Food, 
Agriculture Q Kutrition; Infor- 
mation Technology; Library 
Management; and Petroleum B 
Energy Resources Divisions. 
olEt and Bcndgr 
Wsit Wussh 
Immediate Past President 
Sylvia Piggott and SLA Execu- 
iive Director David R. Bender 
had the oppo~unity to visit the 
Russian 'F'adiamentary Library, 
SLiZ has beer: working for sev- 
eral years with FYI Information 
Resources-a VJ?.shington, DC1 
Moscow-based information firm 
in exploring areas where the 
association might be able to 
provide leadership assistance in 
the development of an infonna- 
tional endeavor which could ad- 
vance the internal use of infor- 
mation and extend the leacler- 
ship of SLA. SLA participants 
could see the day when some 
. . . . . .  . . .  
at Does 
"f fiternationail" 
fa Y@rl~? 
There is a lot of talk about 
the global information com- 
munity, but what does it really 
mean for each of us as infor- 
mation professionals? How are 
international issues affecting 
us in our companies and orga- 
nizations? As members of the 
Special Libraries Association, 
what role can we play in 
building a stronger interna- 
tional information communi- 
ty? How can the work of the 
association further coopera- 
tion and partnering among the 
world's special libraries? 
These are some of the ques- 
tions we need to try to answer 
as we enter the next century 
and a new information age. 
As individual librarians, we 
may be asked to support the 
information needs of our com- 
panies and organizations as 
they move into international 
markets. Increasingly, we need 
to understand how each culture 
does business and which pro- 
tocols are appropriate. Many of 
us are finding it necessary to 
affiliation between Russia and 
SLA would be possible. A high- 
light of the experience was the 
opportunity to hear Russia's 
Prime Minister, Victor Cherno- 
myrdin address Parliament re- 
garding proposed cuts in bud- 
. . . . . . . . . . 
widen our "invisible" network 
to include contacts from all 
parts of the world. No doubt an 
increasing amount of e-mail is 
flying in all directions across 
oceans and continents in the 
interest of fulfilling profession- 
al duties. 
Similarly, organizations such 
as SLA are asked to provide 
leadership on such issues as in- 
ternational copyright, currency 
exchange, and transborder data 
flow and document delivery. By 
tak'ig an active role in the de- 
bate on these issues, the associ- 
ation and its membership can 
have a direct impact on policy 
formulation and implementa- 
tion. Through its publications, 
programs, and exhibits, SLA 
also can encourage and facili- 
tate collaborative activities and 
information exchange among 
its members and other like- 
minded professionals regardless 
of location. 
A vital part of this ongoing 
internationalization process is 
to create and maintain an active 
and dynamic two-way commu- 
nication between the SLA mem- 
bership and the board, One of 
the mechanisms put in place for 
this purpose is the International 
geted spending. All in all, the 
time provided SLA to renew 
previous efforts directed to this 
part of the world, to make new 
alliances, and to broaden the 
association's strategic global 
network. 
. . . , .  . 
Relations Committee. Another 
is the designation of interna- 
tional relations Iiaisons from 
each chapter and division. This 
year, we hope to more closely 
tie together the efforts of the 
committee and the liaisons to 
bring our collective internation- 
al perspective to the board and 
to all of the membership. How- 
ever, to do this, we need your 
help! Although the six members 
of the International Relations 
Committee are appointed peri- 
odically by the SLA president- 
elect, chapter president-elects 
and division chair-elects need 
to appoint their international li- 
aisons each spring. Please 
make sure yoxr chapter and di- 
visions have a designated liai- 
son and communicate this in- 
formation to the committee and 
SLA headquarters. If you have 
concerns or ideas related to in- 
ternational issues, bring them 
up at chapter and division 
meetings or contact the Interna- 
tional Relations Committee. LET 
YOUR VOICE BE HEARD! A 
listserv wiU soon be in place for 
oggoing committeefiaison dis- 
cussions and this column will 
be used in tke future to an- 
ncunce results. 8 
by Barbara Hutchinson, chair; International Relaaons Committee. 
For more inJonnation on 'Ynternational News, " or to contribute to 
the column, please contact Hutchinson at: 1-520- 6.1  -8578;fax: 
I-520- 621-3816; e-mail: barbarah@@ aniona. edu. 
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the compnter kar&a:e and 30k gthP~$ession: A Guide published book: coatact &e 
so%we required for zccess to for BnJmifla~on ,?g%ssio:wls Special Libraries Association 
the Internet, as well as training m g  be accessed at izrtp:li at: 1-232-234-4900 ex;. 049; 
" : .' 
and suppcx ror ;~o,.;zry person- iv~~~.s1a,or@p~:Sslito~p~ fzx: 1 -2E-265-93 i 7; e-mail: 
The Spedd Libnries Associa- 53rxgpiout c ~ e  and For more information cn the books@sia.org. 
tion and Dow Jones & Compaq? 
haw ~ t ~ o u n c e d  &ey w31 co- 
sponsor a new annual award i~ 
recog:itioo of the accompIish- 
ments of kfom,aton pre,'ession- 
& i~ the rapiay d?an@?g infor- 
mation age. M SLA members i? 
good standing are eIigiXe ap- 
ply for tbe "'Dow jones ieader- 
ship Award: Zlst Centmy .am- 
petencies ir, Action." Participants 
must seiect three professicnd 
a d  personal com~etencies as 
outlimed L., the SLA report, Corn- 
peteilcies for Specia? Lilira.;ia~s 
gn-J"ae Zlsi Ciztq, and write z: 
essay describing how they have 
deveioped these competencies in 
their daiy work. T3e winner wii 
be selected by t k  §LA A~vzds 
and Honors Cornittee and ZX- 
nounced iri Jzr;:uary 1998. X!e 
award inchdes a $2,80C a s h  
pr ie  m d  irvo~venent in awxd- 
related activities. To obtain a 
copy of the report arrd an appli- 
cation, conaa Dew Jones at: I - 
888-609-2397; internet: htp:l! 
bis.dv~.jones.c3~?Jawxd; or 
from We5 site a5 
w~w.sla .orglprcfess icnal /  
coxp.html. 
BflH and Melinda Gates 
Es;tabl%sR hibn y 
Microsoft founder SE Gates 
and his wife, Melinda French 
Gates, have announced the fo:- 
mation of the Gates Library 
Foundation. The foundation 
will operate as a nonprofit orgz- 
nization-dedicated ir, partcer- 
ship with United States acd Ca- 
nadian public libraries-con- 
tribating computers and digitai 
information to the communi'Lies 
they serve. The foundation wiii 
aka provide public Ksraries ;n 
low-income communities with 
Cacada, For more iaforma2on, 
contact Chris HeCrickii, Gates 2- 
b:ay Foundation 85 'I-425- 
852-1 233; e-mail: iafo@&f.org; 
or visit the foundation's Web 
site at: ww.n@f.org 
Laanches 
plemenfary Web 
Site ta !Memet T@@!s 
SLA Fnbiisi?ing, the bcok 
pcbiishing zrm of Lo,: Sped& 
Libraries Associa'Lion; has 
. . iauncned a 'Web si'ce to ccmple- 
xent 5 e  new1y pu5lished 
Memet Took @the Pr@ession: 
A G~ideyor Infomaon Pro& 
sionds, second edifi~rz: edited 
by- Hope K. TiIiman (ISBN 0- 
571 11-407-4; 249 pages;. 
This updated edition has ex- 
panded with a larger group of 
part"Licipating dii%iocs and 
mzintains %e rradition of its 
~redecessor w%l D J J ~  goah to 
provide a seiect list w i f ~  3-12 de- 
Sripr:c.r7 .&.I,,- of Intercet-accessikie 
resources identified as vzhabie 
by participating divisiois, cau- 
cuses, or ofker SL.& units; aad 
to describe how 51ese toois, 
sites, and resonrces made a ;if- 
ference tc unit meabers, 
To keep C?e ybblished ire:- 
sion xp-t~-dzte in real t i ~ e ,  the 
Web site was deveioped to he!? 
manage the inevittble dacing of 
Internet resources. '$1 reccgnrliae 
<?at whine there is a demand for 
print pn3lications such as this 
one, once ycu have this bock in 
hand, ycu will want tc see its 
updates" TiIImzn expiains. 
VLde %man, f?e assis- 
tance of the a ~ ~ o r s  of each of 
the chapters, wlil be maintaia- 
k g  the site she w&cones con- 
t:ibctions to keep 'cke k k s  and 
resonrces accurate. 
Tile We3 version of Intern9 
As I returned to Washington, DC, from 
the annlai conference, I was excited and 
enthused by f le  amount of support and en- 
couragement surrounding the association's 
public relations 2mctions and program. 
Bright and easy on Sunday, June 8, in a 
small meeting room at the Seattle Sheraton 
Hotel and Towers, my first workshop for 
Unit Public Relations Cham was held, wel- 
coming a crovd of over 30 unit PR chairs 
and miscellaneorrs chapter and division rep- 
resentatives. Thanks to a11 who attended! 
An open and informative discussion 
took place regarding ge$ir,g the member- 
ship behind the public reiations effort. The 
conversation flowed as participants took 
part in a brainstorming session that result- 
ed in many g o d  ideas for the future of the 
public reiations program. 
l%e maio issda; discussed: 
The newiy created public relations list- 
serv (sla-pr;, primarily for PR chair 
use, is to sewe as a sounding board for 
any and all PR related ideas, successes, 
and Bilures. This forum will be a place 
for PR chairs to relay any pertinent sto- 
ries and comments coming from their 
units co oth,:r PR chairs and thus, di- 
rectly to headquarters. This information 
will then be disseminated to the general 
membership via Zn$3mzution Outlook. 
The PR chairs agreed to solicit positive 
PR ikms 20x1 aembers of their specific 
units. Checking h with reality, it is im- 
possible for aqy one person to know ev- 
ery pertinent item out there relating to 
positive pzess, local PR campaigns, and 
realhed woKh of the sgecial librarian. 
Yozr PR chair will be counting on you, 
the individual member, to keep him or 
her to speed with issues regarding 
the positive promotion of the profession. 
3. It was decided that any negative stories the Sunday metro section called her for 
and advert~sernents referencing the more information about special libraries. 
common librarian stereotype will be ex- This repcrter, Solveig Peters, was so in- 
cluded from this column and from any trigued she made anangements for an in- 
PR campaign. We want to be a proac- formational hterview wlth Ange about her 
tive body in promoting the value and role in a ccrporate information resources 
stature of the information professional. center. This zrticle, titled "At the USS Infor- 
This column in particular will highlight mation Resource Center, Ange Pollis Proves 
the positive, good news about special Every Day tizat ... Knowledge is Power," is a 
librarians doing their jobs and boosting solid testimonial of the importance and vi- 
the common perception of the profes- tality of the special library in a corporate 
sion. Good news- what a concept! setting. Below are excerpts from this infor- 
mational interview turned feature story. 
A vital component of good public relations 
is to believe in the product or cause. It has of- Sdgeig Petm w&s: 
ten beel: said that 9C percent of life is percep- "Corporate libraries, once an assemblage 
tion. SLA members must be dedicated to ac- of thousands of books, company staff reports, 
tively change the old, outdated perception of journals, and other technical publications, are 
the librarian, and then to encourage the new evolving rapidly to become efficient, central- 
emerging identity of the information profes- ized collectiofis of essential information. 
sional in all professional activities. Together, The USS Information Resource Center, 
we can change the common stereotype of the managed by Ange Pollis of Murrysville, is 
librarian and replace it with the technological- an example of such changes. After many 
ly advanced, competitive, creative, and vital reorganizations, it has become a centralized 
mexber of the knowledge management team. automated facility." 
SLA is dedicated i'langing this perception 
arid you, as a representative of the associa- A ~ g e  -PoZis: 
tion, tc assist with this effort. "Part of our job is to make people in- 
stant experts. Recently, an executive called 
Knowdadge {and gaad PRj is Power! to say that he needed information within 
Angela Pollis, PR chai: of the Pitts- the hour for a meeting about a steel making 
burgh Chapter, sent me an article from the process cailed direct-rolling-a subject 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Sunday, April 6 ,  about which he knew littie. I quickly pulled 
1997, which hailed her good works at US, together all the useful information I could 
Steel's Technical Center's Information Re- find on the subject. He told me later that 
source Center. I spoke with Ange and she with my help, he had more information 
explained the series of events which led to about the process than those people who 
not one, but two feature articles in the had called the meeting. 
Pittsbugh Post-Guzette. Ange explained As society becomes more knowledge- 
that as the publicity person for the chapter, based, our role as information specialists is 
she was sending notices of the special an- becoming more exciting. Gathering, orga- 
niversary to her local press, and got a nib- n~zing, and disseminating information is 
ble on the PR line. A features reporter for still the backbone of what we do, but we're 
becoming information ccnmltants as well. 
For more in,form&n on ''PLIbliC RelaL'1ons Outlook, " or to conoibute to the column, please People count on us to help them learn to 
contact Director, Public Relahms Jennger Stowe at: 1-202-234-4700, e,' 634;fa.r: I -  use the resources that change every day- 
202-265-931 7; .-.-mail: jenn$er@sla. og.  because knowledge is power." % 
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The Special Libraries Association closed 
fiscal year 1996 in a favorable position 
due in large part to the very successful an- 
nual conference with very high registra- 
tions and which featured a sold out exhibit 
hall. Other noteworthy highlights of tine 
budget year included the actual investment 
fund earnings and fund development in- 
come both in excess of $50,000 more than 
projected. These figures are of particular 
significance since the additional income 
enabled SLA to fund and implement 
projects at an accelerated rate. For in- 
stance, the initiai phases of implementing 
the virtual association were not slated un- 
til a future year, and we are already well 
into the execution of SLA's electronic com- 
merce site. 
At the close of 1996. the association's 
financial records and statements were au- 
dited by the independent accounting firm 
of Feddeman 6r Company. SLA's audited 
1996 Statement of Revenues and Expense 
reports tota! assets of $8,033,980; total li- 
abilities of $1,834,844; total revenues oi" 
$5,246,866; total expenses of $4,762,449; 
and total equities of $6.199,136. The total 
audited fund balances at December 31, 
1996, were $6,199,136. 
The General Fund books were dosed In 
a positive positior: of $36,666 of which the 
Board of Directors approved to distribute 
$18,333.00 to the Conference ZOO0 Fund 
and $18,333.00 to the Coplen Fund. in ad- 
dition, the Board of Directors approved 
transfers from the residual earnings of the 
1996 annual conference activity to the Gen- 
eral Reserve Fund, an action recommended 
by the Finance Committee. 
As previously mentioned, the invest- 
ment portfolio performed extremely well 
during 1996, VJhiIe many organizations raised by the 1% audit of 1991 and the 
recognized an overdl five percent to s k  f o m  of the Congressiona~ activities oP not- 
percent return on investment, SLA achieved for-profit arganizations. Rmning a non- 
an overall return of 9.4 percent during profit corporation poses many chalienges. 
1996. The association's investment portfo- As with any vizble organization. the associ- 
lio at March 31, 1997, had a market vahe ation operates under sound business prmci- 
of $3,040,107.72. with a cost basis of ples. The association is concerned with 
$2,739,635.52. The portfolio is conserva- meeting the needs of its customers-the 
tively balanced with cash and cash equiva- membership; bottom line and pro%bZty; 
lents, fixed income, and equities. and investing for the fui~re.  Continued fi- 
While a strong membership base is the nancial growth and membership growth are 
key to a successful organization; it often the keys to positioning SLA as 22e leading 
poses significant fmancid chailenges in or- organization in the information industry, 
der to provide services to the membership. wl~ich is our stated vision. Plowever$ bbezg 
During 1996, the association spent a non-profit organization presents addtion- 
$4,350,061 on delivering program and al rules esd regxlations which are specific 
services to the membership, accounted for to associations arid sometimes challenge 
as follows: the general busicess operantes. 
Allotments to Chapters. Divisions, The Finance Committee and tkx Board cf 
Caucuses, and Student Groups 7% Directors in making decisions, must exam- 
Membership Recruitment ine issues Inlick regard to dues versus non- 
and Retention 2% dues ratios: related versus unreiated busi- 
Publications 13% ness income; m,nd compliance to the very. 
Conferences and Meetings 22% specific, often-constraining Internal Reve- 
Professional Developnent 11% nue Code of the interxl ilevenue Service. 
Public Affairs 12% This means seeking ways to beccme more 
Leadership Services 15% efficient; re-engkeering the delivery of pro- 
Other Programs and Services 18% grams and sewkes xtilizing technology to 
its %liest advantage; and icoking once 
For every member of the association, again at the dues i m m e .  
SLA must raise an additional $67.99 of At its meeting in June, fhe Board of Di- 
net income to support the full range of rectors accepted the recommendation of the 
services listed above. The means by Finance Committee to kstitute a long-range 
which SLA is meeting this challenge is financis $an. The long-range plan was ini- 
through its non-dues reveriue-producing tiated by the Finance Committee to coxnter 
programs and activities. During 1396, the ongoing financial projections whic3 consis- 
association derived a significant 73 per- tent@ demonstrate that by 1999, %A ~ $ 1  
cent, or $3,846,758, from non-dues reve- be in a negative finaaciai situation unless 
m e  sources. action is taken to decrease expenses and in- 
As we begin the process of assembling crease incoxe. 
the fiscal year 1998 budget, the Board of Tke Finance Cornittee's goal in main- 
Directors, Finance Committee, and staff will taining SiA's &axial strengtk~ remairs the 
continue to look carefully at the issues msocia?rbbb?z3 dbiliQ to @ZI Its strategic 
o@jecfives and to prvdde cutling-edge pro- 
For more infomarion on "Mong Matters, ," or to contribute to Be column, please contact grctms and services to its members at @- 
Senior Assistant Executi'Ye Direct~~ Finance 6t Administration Lynn Woodbuy via ~-ma$ J'bl-dable rcttes, d d e  rnairitaining a sound 
at.. Lynn @da. org. %c~c%'i~ifS sty ,aqe 45 
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4,200 Entries at 
rti 
YougII find it at INSPEC. 
List of Journals 1997/98 
ie List of Journals 1997/98 contains detailed entries of the serial publica- 
tions scanned for inclusion in the INSPEC Database. The main list of some 4,200 
entries is sorted under full title. Each entry includes: the abbreviated title, CODEN, 
ISSK, publisher's address, coverage dates, and where appropriate, any change in title. 
It also provides the frequency of publication and the BLDSC shelf number for each 
title. Indexes by CODEX, ISSN, abbreviated titie and country of publicaf on, and cross 
references to variation in title are also featured. Of special note are those journals 
"abstracted completely" in the Database. 
INSPEC Thesaurus 1995 INSPEC Classification 1995 
$350° 
Conbines the controlled Lqdexing systems of bc* Provides ?he period of use of each ciassification 
INSPEC and PHYS fiies and incorpo:ates new entr); with respect to INSPEC2 and, where 
deveiopments in Terminology. Each INS3EC appropriate, indicates codes that shouid be used 
record is indexed using controlIed :ems from the when searching h e  database for references prior 
Thesaurus, making this a powerfbl search aid. :o that date. An index to h e  scheme, contziriing 
$9500 over 2,000 enz-ies, forms an in:eg-al part of the publication. 
IMSPEC User Manual %OoO 
Feaxres i d u d e :  discussion of IKSPEC's sibject User Documentation 
ccverage, tiye criteria for selectior. of docarnenrs; Package 
and indexkg and ciassification schemes. illso Ail four User Aid Pubiications are a ~ a i l a ~ e  in a 
provides guideiines for searching IXSPEC on eacfi User Doturnentation Package at a discounted 
odine host system. $9509 price. $2000° 
INSPEC Department IEEE Operations Center 445 Hoes Lane, Piscatsway. NJ 08855 + Tek(732) 562-5553 Fax:(732) 562-8737 e-maii:inspecQieee.org 
All IEE and I 3 S W  prodi?cts availablz in the Americas thmuoh the III'SPEC Department oi the IEEE. 
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-1 ine We5 is an exidleat source cf infor- 
mation or! pas6 and f-&xe conferences of all 
types. It is usefd for finding out about 
confererrces that may be o i  interest 10 3 
special librarian and for gathering in:" n orma- 
tion on conferences that one is unzbie LLO zt- 
tend due :o distance, liming, or fu1:ding. 
My search fcr conferences on the Web 
ttirned il~) a wide vzriety of information, 
from simple contact information to &I! pro- 
gram schedales and proceedings. A sam- 
pling of conferences of interest to special ':i- 
brzrians is presented below. 
Finding C Q R B C ~ ~ ~ E ~ S  
Many locaticns provide information on 
conferences, yet no one locatior, is compre- 
hensive. The Yahoo co~ferences sections 
are very ase,FLtl yet somewhat dsorgacized. 
Yahoo directories of interest 'Lo speciaI li- 
brarians are those listing conferences on 
the topic "Computers and internet," indud- 
ing the WodO Wide Web, 2nd fiose specific 
to Iharies and librarians. 
The Internet Conference Calendar is an 
interesting source that with a IceXer 
exposure coaid become a valuabie site. The 
Calendar allows for searching by topic, date, 
iomtion, and keyword. The avaiiable topic 
areas are wide and varied, aithough the ac- 
tual amount of ccnferences avaiiable seems 
a bit thin. 
As current awareness tools, C?e Net 
Happenings list and Web site are exceknt. 
The Web site aEows for searching by con- 
ferences in an6 out of Kc53 Amrica. The 
weakness at this site is there is lixle cgz -  
nization to the links, a d  an.rlouncernents 
of conferences fom several years ago are 
stC1 avxiable. 
A Lopmt& LWg %18m M B W S ~  Department is resenting the Libteci? Inter- 
Special librarians often attend %eir na- naticna1 "97 conference with its foctis en 
tional or regions': library associattion's con- netw~rks, intranets, and mail  systems in 
ference along with §LA'S annual conference. September. Sou5?erc Cross U~iversity 3ost- 
~ - Many interesting and relevant conferences ed fhe tZrd AnsVJeb Ccnferecce :n piy. 
are inaccessible because of the conference The AusWeh s2e alsc offers $&text pro- 
location. ceedings to past conferences-A~sIlVeb95 
AE exvnpie of this B CTe WorId \Vide Web zed Atrsijlieb96. 
Consortium's (W3C; series cf Internationd The L'cive:sity of P~izonz received some 
Wc2d Wide Web Conferences. %ese mrxer- acclaim for &eir first "Living &e Futtire" 
exes  have been located in sucii ;lies as Confereace vihick detailed the sig~ificact 
Genevz, Swkedaund; Sank Zxa,  CA: USA; organizational chacges that the university's 
-., Dx~sZidt ,  Cermany; &xi Paris, Frace; next ilorary had xcenGy xundergone. Arizona 
year's W3C conference, tke seventh, will be will present a second siniizr cocference, 
heid in Brisbane, A~.stzjia. The W3C has ere- 'Xiving the Fu,txe Ii: Orgacizationa! 
ated 2, exceIlent set of W-eb sites for each cf C5anges for Success" in the spring of 1998. 
the six previous conferences, mmpiete with The Universi? of Caiifomiz - Santa Ear- 
fG text proce:eedL.gs. Thee conferences (the bara offered ccnferecces tWed "Untangiing 
third, fifth, and sixti:) have audio m d  video the Web" in 1996 arid "The Universe at 
for auch of the conferexcce waiiabie from Yox Fingerti~s" in A?ril: 1997. The fxil 
their Web sites. Ti?e international sccpe of the proceedings, as wetl as presenter biogra- 
Internet makes the infomation provided by phies, are availabie for both conferences. 
these sites extremely '~aluaXe~ 
Another inrpo-zat conference that mzny %ol~8fere'$6n%es h&lp 
specid IiIx&:ans are un2bk 'Lo aKend is th2t Sp&%B;i~@d A~dI@psg$$ 
of the internatisnai Federation of Library Unique or specizli~ed conferexes zre also 
Associations and Instimes (IFLA). informa- k &undance on &e VJeb. 'Dm coaferexes 
tion 31: fdt~blre arid pas"lonferences is zvail- bekg heeid this scmxer are tke ACh4 @i&t 
able $om the IFLA %7eb site. Ficd out what LiIxxies Co$erenn md. tke Perl Cderence 
issues and problems iibrarkm from zound presented by %e pzblisher O'Reiily SL Ass&- 
-,  -Z?e woria cave dealt with, and how <ley ates. These foctised conferences may be easi- 
solved them by perusing the IFL& site. ly missed but v e y  rdevant 9 the ctrxent 
miscio~ of l i 'kies.  f i e  Pe6 Conierence is 
RagianaB Confenmes especially interesikg with a wiioie track dedi- 
- - 
usiig the Web to f ~ r d  out &out regional cated 10 'Terl for the Web." Librariam wltii 
conferences can be parrialady effecive. ;&om I come into contact are conshnty ask- 
%ese sites &w a 1i:~ra;iai-i @ "vkZ&y" at- k g  tk~e question: ''C.S;;? Do you h o w  C6;I'iF' 
teed the cocference montiis, even years, later, Axendkg this confereence m y  ?ro/ide an m- 
For example; the University of Hertford- sv~er to t i k  question. 
shire's Eearnicg and. I:n?ormation Services A series of annual meetings for research- 
ers and. practitioners iln, eiectrocic resource 
Two reces library-related conferences 
held 4r: the USA are also available on the 
Wet!. These are the ZTAILAMA Conference 
aad the OCLC-sponsored Annual ResearcF: 
Library Directors' Conference. LITPJLAiVIA, 
co-spol~sored t y  the Library and Wormatior, 
Technology and Library Administration and 
Managemect Associations (divisions of the 
American Lib~ary Association), is one of 
those conferences I'd love to have attended 
but couldn't jest@ the cost. OCLC provides 
access to the ~LGJ proceedings of the 1996 
and 1997 Research Library Directors' Annu- 
d Conferences on its Web site. You may be 
able to gain a better understanding of that 
new project you've been assigned to by 
sneakhg a peek at this conference. 
Virtua? '60slfe~ftee2 
The growth of interactivity on the Web is 
creating a simtion where u7e may not have 
to leave our homes or offices to attend a 
confermce. There has been some talk aboul 
MOOS (Multi-user Object-Oriented environ- 
ments), chat rooms, and avatars as ways to 
v i a l i z e  the conference experience. 
For exampie, there was a live Internet 
broadcast of t5e Bill Gates general session 
address 2t the 1997 S U  Annual Conference 
in Seattle that was sponsored by the Mi- 
crosoft Library in association with Microsoft 
NetShow on a Web site hosted by SaltMine 
Creative, Inc. These are powerful tools for in- 
cluding people unable to attend the confer- 
ence but who are needed for effective dis- 
cussion of an issue. 
MOOS could be used for virtual confer- 
ences where people spread out geographi- 
cally meet in reai time on the Web. Since 
these are still Telr~et applications, and thus 
text-based, a significant amount of typing 
may be required by the participants. The 
Internet Public L i m y  has a library com- 
munity MOO available. 
Avatars are what some see as the future 
in this area. Avatars are graphical represen- 
tations of the user in a GMUK (Graphical 
Multi-User Konvercation) . This takes the 
concept of a MOO at least one step further. 
A "visual dimension is added allowing for 
the illusion of movement, space, and physi- 
cality. It allows people to express their iden- 
tity visually, rather than just through writ- 
ten words. The result is a whole new realm 
for self-expression and social interaction 
with subtleties and complexities not seen in 
text-only chat rooms."* 
The potential growth of VRML (Virtual 
Reality Modeling Langiage) , in conjunction 
with some of the above teciznologies, cre- 
ates a situation where a real-time, "virtual" 
conference could %ke place. Watching (and 
hearing) a session, visiti~g a vendor's 
booth, and sitting in on a roundtable dis- 
cussion are all possible now. Increases in 
bandwidth and transfer speed will be nec- 
essary for this to work efficiently. The Net- 
Day96 Conference is an example of an ini- 
tial attempt at this type of event. 
I believe that there is some utility in this 
concept of a virtual conference. A reduction in 
cost and time spent in travel auld  be a bene- 
fit in certain situations. But I disagree that 
virtual conferencing will serve as a true re- 
placement for conference attendance. A major 
benefit of zrtending a conference is the face- 
to-face discussions a% presentations or in 
the hotel bar in the evenings or the impromp- 
tu discussions over lunch. Attendng a con- 
ference forces one t3 get out from behind the 
reference desk or out of the informaticn ten- 
ter and thereby gain a different perspective 
on one's job and orga&,ation. 8 
" Suler, 1. (Jan. 1997). The Psychology of Ava- 
tars and Graphid Space in Visuai Chat Envi- 
ronments. (available at http://wmvl .rider.edu/ 
-sder/psycyber/psyav.html) 
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Once again, the United Sates Government 
is considering a major refom of its printing 
and publishing policies. The proposed chang- 
es couId drastically alter the napme and scope 
of access to government Wformation. Last 
year, the Clinton Admhistrationn' Office of 
Management and Budget (OM) issued a re- 
port suggesting that the placement of govem- 
ment printing responsibilities within f le leg- 
islative branch u7as unconstitutional. This 
finding was supported by rhe Office of Legal 
Counsel at the Department of F~stice. Now, 
the Senare Rules Committee is working with 
OMB, the Joint Committee on Printing, and 
the US. Government P r i i i g  Office (GPO) to 
reform %tie 44 of the U.S. Code, which g~ides  
the nation's policies on printing and publish- 
ing of government information. 
SLA, in coordination with ofler US. li- 
brary groups, organized the Interassocia- 
tion Working Group on IIEtle 44 (iiiWG). 
This group was created iii order to unify 
support for a reasonable approach to gov- 
ernment printing reform. The group's first 
order of business was to begin development 
of a legislative proposal that ~ ~ o u l d  best re- 
fl ect the library ccmmunitji's interests. The 
IAWG crafted a draft bill based on consdta- 
tions with Eric Peterson, staff director for 
the Joint Committee on Printing. The prima- 
ry issues to be addressed are: 
What is the definition of a "governmer:t 
publication?" 
Should GPO exist under the executive 
branch? 
What are the roles of the Public Printer 
and the Superintendent of Documents? 
Should federal information be copy- 
righted? 
Should there be civii penalties for non- 
compliance? 
The opportunity for discussions came 
just as tile proposal was being developed. k 
May of this year, the Rules Committee held 
hearings on the matter and invited botk 
p~~bIic and private interests tc testify. The 
major players-ixluding the iibray comm- 
city and the information Industry Associa- 
"Lin-were subsequentby asked to submit 
draft legislation for reforming Title 44. Xyose 
hearings produced varied responses from the 
participants. Whine OMB and GPO have Qk- 
en disparate positions on s o m  of the issues 
at hand, the library comxnity has taken a 
relatively moderate stmce to date. *GPO 
would prefer to strengthen its own position 
by becoming more isdependent of Congress, 
but is opposed to executive brandl authority. 
OFhE would prefer direct control over C-PQ 
a ~ d  at least minimal authority over the Pub- 
lic Wnter. 
On behalf of the library community, the 
IAWG has developed draft legislation that 
would achieve the following goals: . 
To revise the definitions to specifically 
include electronic government informa- 
tion within rhe scope of the program, as 
well as works produced al- government 
expense under contracts, cooperative 
research and development agreements. 
and other formal arrangements. The 
IAW-G also is concerned about keeping 
government informatior: in the public 
domain and removing copyright-like 
restrictions; however, t3is falls outside 
of rhe chapter 19 revisions proposed by 
the MWG, and should be addressed in 
separate legislation. 
To maintain a centrally coordinated pro- 
gram fcr iibrary and public access to 
government information under the Su- 
perintendent of Doc~ments with sepa- 
rate appropriations. This would include 
For more infomzahbn on "Govemment RelaDbns Outlook, "or to contribute to the column, 
pieare contact Director; Govement 8elahbns john Cmsby at: I-202-234- 4 700, ext. 629; 
faw: 1-202-265-931 7; e-mail: john-c@s/a,org. 
the mordination of libray-related ser- 
vices (i.e.. acquisition. catdoging/loa- 
tor, xcess, dissemination, permanent 
public access. etc.j. Also, the Superin- 
tendent of Documents shouid have a 
separate appropriation to pay for pro- 
gram copies of tangi'iie government in- 
formation products and access to online 
products, regardless of f i e  source of t5e 
government information or how it may 
be produced or procured. 
To esta5lish the responsibiiity of Super- 
intendent of Docuraents to coordinate 
pemanent public access to government 
information through a syscen that pro- 
vides for adequate redundancy. 
To resolve the constitutional separation 
of powers issue and povide s1roor;g con- 
gressionai oversight. While the resobiz- 
tion of these questions obviously wiE in- 
fluecce the developmem and implemen- 
ation of any revised system, the 'AWG 
draft biil does not specifkdy address 
tttese issues However, the library o m -  
munity strongly believes that the re- 
sponsibility fer coordinating the dissem- 
isation of gcvemment izformation tc 
the public should rest primarily w i  the 
legislative braiich, and flat strong con- 
gressional oversigj~t such as t lxagh a 
joint committee is necessary in order tc 
ensure and promote public access. 
To establish enforceable compliance 
mechanisms =d incentives 'iyith'm Title 
44 to ensure agency participation in order 
to guarantee pub!ic access to gov, prnment 
information thou& the progrm 
To provide the necessary flexibility to 
enable the Superintendent of Dam 
meats and the program to respond to 
changing needs of libraries, users, and 
agencies. This includes enabling the 
Superintendent to develop and experi- 
ment with sew zccess technologies, 
standards, software, etc. 
To provide the Superintendent of 
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e Speech or Property Right? 
In the frenzy to hammer out the WPO freedom of speech issue rather than a prop- Regarding balance between the copy- 
(World ;ntellechid Property Organization) erty right issue. right holder (publisher) and the readers, 
treaties and any subsequent revisions to According to Patterson, copyright is cur- Professor Patterson says publishers will 
domestic copyright law, publishers, read- rently viewed by the courts as primarily a maintain a marketing monopoly when sell- 
ers, politicians. academics, and lobbyists property right-intellectual property. As ing the book, but afterward, small por- 
h ~ v e  xchanged verbal volleys reminiscent such, the copyright holder pushes for great- tions-not as a substitute for buying a 
of the dash of the ironsides, Monitor and er and greater "marketing monopoly" to- whole volume-should be available for 
Merrimac. In the haze of the battle, the wards the ultimate goal of charging for each copying in the for-profit and not-for-profit 
lines have been drawn. Publishers have time a page is read. Professor Patterson sectors equally. In other words, the right to 
long resented s~lpposed losses from conces- says that a copyright in this case becomes profit from the book (hard copy or online) 
sions ins the 1976 Revisions to the Copy- only an economic right, severed from its will br reatined by the publisher, but they 
right Act. "Babes in Consumerland" (Vance roots in the Constitution. He says we are will not be able to control the speech after- 
Parckard, Hidden Persuaders) who bought guaranteed the freedom to speak and thus, ward, as with licenses. 
computers thinking online Internet access the freedom to be heard or read. Copyright, In summary, in predicting the future of 
would remain free and limitless, scornfully as a property right, becomes an avenue of copyright law, Professor Patterson anchors 
brace as pleas 30 before the FCC for per "economic censorship." Only those who can his theory on the primacy of free speech over 
minute charges and at the prospects of per pay can read, and if the price is high property law in promotirlg the right to be 
screen viewing charges. enough no one can read the "free speech." heard and read over economic censorship of 
Davici Nimmer, of the X'mmer on Copy- As we enter the next juncture in the on- ideas. It remains to be seen if the courts, 
nght legacy, noted that during the WIPO line medium, copyright is of paramount im- Congress, and treaty writers agree. 8 
treaty negotiations last year, many ap- portance. Professor Patterson predicts that 
proaches lo copyright could have been tak- copyright will become more of a first "Intefiecmd Property in the DigiM Age. Par- 
ticipants ?erspective on the W.LP.0 Diplo- en, such as safeguarding moral rights or as amendment consideration rather than a 
matic Mqv 2, 1g97, Washing- 
an expressio:~ of a natural right; but the property right because the copyright clause mn Coueqe of L ~ X  American vniversim. 
"US. point predominated," that being "the 
pocketbcok." I 
Amid the fracas enters Professor L. Ray 
Patterson from the University of Georgia 
School of Law rvho wants to bring copyright 
law interpretaticn back to the ideals of the 
Constitution, in which, he says, the copy- 
right clause has First Amendment values in 
it. Professor Patterson basically says that 
in the future, copyright will be viewed as a 
,, 
in the Constitution has First Amendment . washing& DC. 
values in it. It depends on how it is present- 
ed in the courts. "Copyright and Free Speech Rights," Journal 
ofZntellecruai Proper@ Law I (Fall 1996). He says that the current &?PO debates 
are unconstitutional in U.S. law because 
they present property as natural law. The by Lawrence S. Guthrie, 11. For more in- 
copyright holder can control the speech af- ' fomahon on "Copyright Corner; " or to con- 
ter selling it, resulting in a marketing mo- tn'bute to the column, pIme contact 
nopoly. Under U.S. law, copyright is a stab.- Guthrie at: 1-202-662-6158;fawr 1-202- 
tory grant by Corgress. 778-8658; e-mail: @thrie@cov.com, 
'L;C;feps~';: Be!&~y ifom i 7~ !.$ Pi7. the Superintendent of Documents 
Documenls with the authority to devel- through advisory council(s) that in- 
op or coordinate guidelines that take clude librarians and public users. 
into account user needs, the integrity of 
the informatioion, and the life cycle of The IAWG propos& was submitted to the 
government information when deter- Senate Rules Committee and the House 
mining appropriate format@) for dis- Oversight Committee in mid-June. As of 
semination this writing, those committees are review- 
8. To provide :or feedback and input to ing the various proposals developed by all 
interested parties. One thing is certain: the 
nature and scope of the US. Government's 
printing and publishing policies is very 
likely to cha~ge  in the near future. With in- 
creasing pressure from the Clinton Admin- 
: istration to resolve the constitutionality of 
government printing and publishing, Con- 
gress is expected to work on this matter 
through next year. R 
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Bloom berg 
on LEXIS-NEXIS 
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by Guy st. clair a "stand-alone" operation, and information practitioners now par- 
ticipate in the entire information realm, in what I iike to refer to as 
specialist iibrarians!information management "the splendid information services continuum." It is an information 
ecialists seeking to achieve excellence in spectrum that includes, of course, 1i:Jrarianship {both traditional li- 
informatron delivery, three management concepts brarianship and special librarianship), but it also includes records 
provide a perfect framework. Combining the basic management, archives management, publishing, information tech- 
principles of total quality management {TQM), an nology, information brokerage, consulting, and any other field of 
information-focused version of TQM that I call "quality information interest or study that is related to tkLe process that connects the in- 
management" (QMj, and the ideas put forward in SLRs Compe- formation seeker with the information. 
tenciesj%r Special Librcznans @the 2lst Centuy ("The SLA Com- Related to this, we have redefined our "information age," which 
petencies Statement") creates a solid foundation for organizing and has now become "the age of the information custome~." AU success- 
implementing a superior information services operation. Linking ful information operations are recognizing that the authority of the 
TQIM, QLM, znd the SLA Competencies Statement positions the in- customer is the authority to which we and our information delivery 
formaticn operation as an organizational functional unit tha: operations are responsible. And that relates, easily enough, to anoth- 
works, that is, one which provides information customers with the er trend, one that immediate Past-president Sylvia Piggott has identi- 
information products, services, and consu1tations they require, ad- fied. We are now well into what Piggott d l s  the "second eran of the 
vances the mission (whatever it is) of the parent organization or information age, for having survived the last few decades of birth 
commuaity taat supports the information services unit, and gives and pubescent development, the information services management 
tfx informaCor. workers themselves job satisfaction, confidence community is now enjoying the benefits of enabling technology- 
and the assurarrce that they are contributing to the success of the technology that permits us to reenfleer our processes, to analyze 
enterprise that employs them. our resources and our use of them, and to quanti'y our deliverables. 
Garrr:nt: trer,ds. Information services management is no ionger It's a good time to be working in information services. 
Beyond that, though, is a further trend that must not be dis- 
- missed, and that is what I like to refer to as the integration of in- 
G y  3. ,lair is the president gfInfohfanqp.e/SMR htemationa.! a formation. We are discovering that our information customers are 
New York-based management consulnng pubiishing, and training interested in-nay, demanding-what is iightheartedly called 
Jm. A pnrt president g f  SLA, St. Clair is the author gf sseverai "one-stop shopping" (our more serious practitioners speak of pro- 
book on infop~ation management, including Total Quality Man- viding customers with "a single pcint of entry" b information). 
agement in Information Services, recently published by Bowker- It's  hat the csstomers want. They don't want to be rold by a? in- 
Sam fie mqv be reached via e-mail a t  smnhtl@mindspnhg.com rn formation worker that the information they seek is not. "here" but 
WWW. minhp.rihg. corn/-smfintl/smr, hm2. somewhere else. They want to ask their question once and have the 
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information delivered from one source, and 
it's not difficult to understand w3y. From 
the information customer's point of view, as 
Elizabeth Orna has so briiliantly put it, in- 
formation is "anything people need to know 
and apply in their work, to achieve tbeir, or 
the enterprise's, objectives." 
Of course. And if tif~at's what the infor- 
mation customers want, that's what the in- 
formation management specialists will pro- 
vide. It may take 2 while and it may take 
some doing, but in the Iong run &e special- 
ist librarianlinformation management spe- 
cialist will discover that t?:e only way ',o 
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seems to me, is understacCing and adher- 
ing to the concepts embodied in total qual- 
ity management, quaiity information 
management, acd SLA3 Cmpeten~ks~fik 
Special Libraa6ans Q~ the Zlsf Century, 
Here is how It works. 
Total quality managemmt (TQM) , at this 
point in the Svectietk century, does cot need 
to be defined fo: today's information man- 
agement specialist, siraply because TgM is 
so deep@ hr~lcated into our management 
thinking these days. Most infonr,atioc ELI- 
agers accept that when applied properly and 
given t h e  ti? work, TQhl efforts pay off, and 
are recognized fo: the vahe they brhg to or- 
ganizational mmagemenL 
TQM works because it is ccstomer fo- 
cused, beca'11se it relates to <ye very goals 
that information mamgement specialists a n  
aspiring to acilieve. Wiliia?; A. Dnncan puts 
it h i s  way: "TQM is a s--stem by which csn- 
t in~ous irnprwement of Elil value-adding 
processes performed by tP:e organization 
may be achieved. The customer determkes 
if value has beec a~deci based oc his or her 
own satisfaction. T O 3  is predicated oa the 
participation of eack orgar&ation member to 
improving products, processes, services, and 
the company cultiire." 
Given that definition, isc't it cbvious 
that TQM connects to excellence in infcraa- 
rion delivery? 
We would Eke to tizink so, 3~ perhaps 
everyone is not conviaced. So let's iook fm- 
ther, at somerhing I caC quality hformation 
managemeet (Qljvl), a more informztion-n- 
iated version L P ~  TQM. This i)i~rtic~;lar for- 
mulation comes from Michael Barrier, writ- 
ing for Nation's Bminess, with a little Guy 
St. Clair sirown in. For Barrier, the T&M 
"essen;iais" ;as he cails ti-iem) are: 
meet the cutcmer's ceeds and to satisfy 9 An intense focus on custome: service 
the customer's perceptions and expectaticns Acrurate measurement 
about information delivery is to accept &at . Con'Lint;oi;s ixprovemeni 
when a customer thinks of "inforxation." . lu'ew work relatiomhips based on t u s t  
ke or she thinks of information as Elizabeth and teamwork 
Oma has defined it. 
TQM:QINI,'SLA Competencies. From To flese, I am strongly compeXed to add: 
the management point of view, exceptional A deske for quality, on 5Ie part of ail 
informatior, delivery can be provided when information skkehoiders, and 
the specia!isr, libraria2/inforrnation man- The com~:itment and enthxsiasm of se- 
agementspeciaIist accepts the validity of nicr macagernent in the organizztion 
these trends in the inforxiation workplace 
and incorporates Clem into his or her man- Vhen we apply these six characteristics 
agement practice. The unifying thread, k of qudiv  managemnt to the work we do 
for (and with) onr information customers, it branches of the profession. What the SLA 
follows naturally that we (and they) will be Competencies for S p e d  Librmdllm of the 
satisfied with the results. 2lst Centqy does is to take that recogni- 
But wili ti~ey? Are the results we're tion-that specialist librarians/information 
providing exceptional results? Are we pro- management specialists are different-and 
viding arcer'lence in information delivery? identlfy the competencies that are required for 
Kot necessarily, TQM and QIM are fine, these practitioners to perform well. 
workable approaches to information servic- While this is obviously not the place to 
es management, but the excellence of the repeat the 11 professional competencies 
effart--the exceptional information delivery and the 13 personal competencies that 
pxoposcd in this article's title-doesn't real- Chair Joanne Marshall and her excellent 
iy come in& play uutil the SLA Competen- team of visionaries came up with, we can 
cies are linked to TQM and QLi and they're with some success condense the SLA Com- 
all used together. petencies Statement to five broad compo- 
The competencies statement developed nent issues, with these five keywords: re- 
by the association's Special Committee on sources, content, media, manager (or man- 
Compet.encies for Special Librarians is truly agement), and advocate (or advocacy). 
a fine piece of work, and if we information With this approach, and thinking about 
management speciaiists are smart, we'll use how the SLA Competencies connect to TQM 
it to describe what we do {and what we be- and QWi, the following picture comes into 
lieve) to our cnstomers, our managers, our view: The information management special- 
suppliers, and any other interested parties ist has expert knowledge of information re- 
who make up that wide network we call sources; within a specific subject field or 
"information stakeholders." fields, has specialized knowledge of the 
"But why," many ask, .'do we need to go content of these resources; understands 
out to others?" and implements information delivery me- 
Because they don't know what a special- dia; performs as a manager within the or- 
ist Iibrarianlinformation management spe- ganizational entity, whatever it is; and 
cialist does, and the SLA Competencies serves as an information advocate within 
Statement tells them. In fact, it also tells the organization or community at large. 
others in the library and information servic- These characteristics, when linked to the 
es profession as well, and it's a message TQM and QIM criteria previously described 
that needs to toe delivered. For many years and applied by the specialist librarianhfor- 
there has been tension within the profes- mation management specialist in the pur- 
sion about specialized librarianship. For al- suit of his or her information delivery 
though most specialist librarians are edu- goals, will inevitably permit the information 
cated and trained as librarians, their work practitioner to provide services that are ex- 
is clearly different from that of public and ceptional and which will not only meet the 
school librarians. The SLA Competencies needs of the information customers, but 
Statement mal;cs it clear that speciai librari- will do so in a manner that matches the in- 
ans are diifereat. formation customers' perceptions and ex- 
In 1991-1993, the first formal steps to pectations about information delivery. They 
recognize these differences and to address the lead to that happy szite of affairs by mov- 
iswe of competencies for specialized librari- ing the information worker from the posi- 
anship were undertaken in the work of SLA's tion of being simply an information provid- 
Presidential Study Commission on Profes- er to one in which he or she takes an ag- 
sional fkcruitment, Ethics and Professional gressive and interpretive role in the infor- 
Standards, popularly known as "The PREPS mation transfer process. The specialist li- 
Commission." Underlying the work of the brarianlinformation management specialist 
commission was the premise that special li- becomes, by virtue of his or her participa- 
brarianship is a unique branch of librarian- tion in the TQMIQIMISLA Competencies 
ship and that despite the great diversity with- link, an entirely d'erent information ser- 
in special librarianship itself, special libraries vices employee. This worker becomes, in 
nonetheless have different missions, focuses, effect, a knowledge management expert, an 
and purposes than libraries in the other insourced information specialist whose in- 
formation management responsibilities are 
identified, codified, and positioned at the 
same manzgement level (within the organi- 
zational management structure) as other 
important management functions (financial 
management, research management, hu- 
man resources management, etc.) . 
Knowledge management. If informa- 
tion is indeed, as Orna asserts, "anything 
people need to know and apply in their 
work, to achieve their, and the enterprise's 
objectives," we are led inexorably to the 
conclusion that what information customers 
want is integrated information, without re- 
gard to format, location, or the medium 
through which it is transmitted. When we 
connect that idea to the emerging discipline 
of information resources management 
(IKM), the field in which Kenneth A. Megill, 
at The Catholic University of America in 
Washington, DC, has been doing so much 
good work, the TQMJQWSLA Competen- 
cies connection begins to fall into place, 
with respect to excellence in information 
delivery. As Megdl has outlined it, IRM em- 
phasizes the clientluserlpatron, looks for 
an empowering and decentralizing manage- 
ment structure, sees the integration of all 
information as its primary task, and re- 
quires a commitment to automation and 
electronic data transfer for providing better 
information products and services for those 
clients. That, in brief, is what excellence in 
information delivery is alI about. 
This trend toward the integration of in- 
formation, Ieading as it does toward the 
management of a broader-based commodity 
than a library and its contents, has serious 
implications for special librarians. In fact, 
according to Lois Remeikis, a leader in the 
field of knowledge management (and who 
moved into knowledge management from a 
career as a special librarian), "There are 
many, many people working as special li- 
brarians who are qualified to be knowledge 
managers in their organizations ... connect- 
ing knowledge management and special li- 
braxianship seems to make a lot of sense." 
Knowledge management, as an infor- 
mation services construct, is clearly defined 
by Remeikis: "Simply put, knowledge man- 
agement is tile creation, capture, exchange, 
use, and communication of a company's 
'intellectual capital'--an organization's 
best thinking about its products, services, 
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processes, market, and competitors. Closely ing results ir: an externai consulting organi- C2e parties involved in the information 
related to a company's other information zation or project management team coming transaction. Sig&mntiy, k the Snscxcing 
activities, knowledge management imoives in lo implement the activity: so that internal mai:gement the infomition function is no 
g a t h e ~ g  internal Lxformation, such as firran- st& resources are not used. longer characterized as a ''support" fkction 
ciaI a ~ d  marketing data, and combiniig it ROW the pendulm seems to be swing- (that is, it is no more 2 "support" hndion 
with related external data, such as conyeti- ing C?e other way. As managers and depzrt- than tL?e work of the other members of the 
tive intelligence. It goes beyond s i p i e  ment chiefs realize that they need informa- Gepartmectal team), and the rde of i d o m -  
records inanagement in &at tile information tion (and come to understand the comped- tion in ti2e unit's operation is acknowledged 
captured may include ongoing discussions, tive advantage of excellence in the delivery as critical to the ncit's success. 
corporate stories, and other facts not t yp idy  of mission-critical information), they are Finally, hwever, the new attention to 
documented." It is not a diifcdt leap, then, to also beginning to recognize that the depart- insourcing is notable precisely bearnse it 
conclude that knowiedge managemem, in its . ment might very we3 need its ow11 inform- defines information ddiveq irin terns of ;he 
purest form, is a natural eFtnsion of L~or-  tion management specialist, someone who criteria established in TQM, QM, and the 
mation management as practiced according can perform all functions connected with SLA Competencies Stztement. The icfcrm- 
the thinking that annects TQM, QIM, and B e  the management and deiivery of informa- tion management ?action is confirmed as a 
SLA Competencies Statement. tion and who performs tkem exclusive!y for criticd role and that cdtical role is accepted 
?%e Insourced Information Speciakt. the department in question. When that as a norma: operaticnd function, not as a 
As information management mrves inta unit's manager decides to hire a person to separate "fringe" knction to be mned tc 
knowledge maagement, new approaches t;3 do this work, wiLi his or her tasks limited when necessay. As such, insemcing relates 
info-mation transfer and new management to seming that unit, the unit is insourdng. directiy to the quality customer service 
methodciogies are c o ~ i n g  onto the scene. This new methotloiogy estabiishes t ie  mcdel, for the very concept enhances the 
it doesn't much matter whether we call infomiation management speciaiist as the critic& link between the vaiue of dye infor- 
this new period i? our disciphe's history information "point person'' for the depart- mation provided by the information speci8.I- 
the "'second era" of kformtion services, be- ment. It requiies of Chat practitioner not only ist and the use of thzt information by t5e 
cause we've learned to Use the enabling a high ievei of quality Lr irformaticn man- information customer. 
tecknology, or the "third era," because we've agement, but a pzrdel level of accour:tabili- Con.cl~~sQ1-i. VLzat specialist librarians/ 
moved froa iriormation delivery to know1- ty and responsibility, for the insourced kfor- information nanzgement specialists want 
edge manageEent. RegarGess of how we mation specialist provides &e informatien t.: do in their organizations is cct a nys- 
characterize our new information age, it's . that enables 6le unit to do its work Insourc- tery7 and appiykg the concepts of TQ&, 
going to be-ir: fact, already is-a period of kg ,  as Berner defines it, is "the estzbiish- QIM, and <?e §LA Competencies Stacement 
time in which specialist librarianslinforma- ment of a depxtrnen+al or other limited- can lead then to ssuccess, "Lo a situation that 
tion management specialists are gokg to be sphere information management kcction ir, : provides benefits to eveyone i~vclved. Es- 
doing things differently. When the advan- which the employee or eaployees who per- sentidy, wilzt these information workers 
tages of makig  the TQMtQLWSLA Compe- form the fmction not ody acquire the infor- want is to position the information opera- 
tencies link are considered, these new roles mation that is required for the deparrment to tion as an organizationid F~nctionai unit 
and new information deliver$ deaands can achieve its stated mission, but serve tke de- that succeeds. They can do &is by bunding 
be met with considerable ease. partment as information cornnselors, media- the delivery of inforxation cn a faandation 
Oce way it is being done is througll the tors, analysts, and kterpreters. In h e  de- that incorporates the tenets of totd quaEtjr 
outiliation of a methodology which Andrew partment, an agreed-upon i;lformaticn policy management and qualiq information mall- 
Berner has identified. He calls it "insoarc- defiiies B e  scope of the L&mxation man- zgement, an3 by emplcying gractitioners 
ing," and, like knowledge management, it agement funaioc, and dI iinformation spe- with C?e competencies that SLA has identi- 
is a naturai vehide for exceptional inferma- ciically identified as falling withi the fied for thatssucess. When that happens, 
tion delivery  hen the TQMIQkWSLA Com- agreed-upon range of sergices is reqxested the information unit, whatever i:s subject 
petencies link is applied to the information- throagh the information mamgement em- speciality or its roIe in the vast spectrum of 
seeking process. pioyee, who is generally referred to as a? inforxation-deiivq spera2ons, provides 
All information management specialists 'insourced information specialist.' ('ZS')" infozmtion c ~ s z m e r s  with the kScrmation 
are familiar with (and many utilize) cut- From a managerial point of view, in- produits, services: and, consultations that 
sourcing, that process of jobbing oout to ex- . sourcing as an operation& function migbt be Liey require, advances Cie mission (what- 
ternd providers those frznctions that are not said to represent an zlmost idealized version ever it is) of the pazent organkation or 
part of the information unit's core purpose. of the quality perspective ir infcrmation de- commirnity Llat supports the information 
Such activities as hiring a short-term re- livery, and for coabking the management : ser~ices unit, and gives the information 
search team, to determine the feasibility of criteria put fonmrd in TQM, OM, and the wof~ers &emselves job s&faction, con% 
pursuing a particular coarse of action be- SLA Cozpetencies Statement, simply be- dence, and the assurance that t h y  are con- 
fore resources are committed, are commoc- cause it provides the best oppominity yet faor tribating to the success of the entezprise 
ly pursued. Frequently, flat &st outsourc- - persond ad kmediate interaction between that employs them. 
It w-as something of an emergency 
A London businessman needed to 
go to Malawi at a moment's notice. 
He turned to us, the Economist 
Intelligence Unit, for help. And minutes 
later, the relevant EIU Country Report 
was sped to him by cycle courier. 
Malawi is just one of the 180 
countries whose economy, industry 
and government we monitor quarterly 
Our findings are based on regular 
submissions from a global network of 
more than 500 intelligence - gatherers. 
If you would like to receive a copy 
of one or more of our reports contact 
Kristen Agrati in our New York office on 
(1.800) 938 4685 or (1.212) 554 0600 or 
visit our website at http://www.eiu.com. 
Whether you are relaxed about 
delivery or in a rush, she will set the 
relevant wheels The Ec:r,llOmise 
in motion. hteIlf~nce Unit 
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by Annette Gohlke are domg them. Efficiency introduces the compzing a seiected work process agakist 
need to examine work processes, find ways p m e r  iibraries, (3) conductkg a h t e ~ e w  
Librarians face challenges on a daily ba- to streadme work, and improve personnel with the '.best practiced" Libray, the one with 
sis that seem to be reaching volcanic pro- performance It dso porn to the need to Cle most efficierc arid effective wok  process 
portions. Pressures have been increasing measure productivity and to look outside m d  (4) adopting, or adapting, their best prac- 
for years as newer, better, faster technology their own libraries to externd sources for tices in your library. Y O ~  might look 2; bench- 
impacts collections, services, and oper8.- "best practices." Librarians are also fiiding markhg as a sorl. of friendly compe5tive ~- 
tions. As if technology isn't enough, the out just how important it is that they become teiligence activity, Skce best practices zre d- 
steam continues to build as reengineering, competent and confident in dealing with fi- ways evolving, benchmrking is a conriuous 
downsizing, and outsourcing proposak or nmces. They must learn to price their prod- process. As a TQM tool, it requires yotl to fo- 
threats bombard them. Librarians in all ucts and services, explain to upper manage- cus your efforts on improving the wofi 9pr- 
types of Iibraries are finding themselves in ment Cle rate of return on the dollars invest- cesses that impact the de2very of Ii'kzy 
the position where they must build a solid ed h~ tineir libraries and prove their value LT products and services that z e  impcm~t  o 
and effective case on how their iibrary adds realistic, hard-hitting terms. Benchmarking your customers. Benchmrkhg is one of the 
significant value to the organization or in- is an excellent tool for librarians to use to nost vziuabie maagemeat aezsuremeEt 
stitution that pays the bills. see just how effective, efficient, and econom- tools found 2: use today. Used properly, it 
With no time to vent steam, 1Torarians are ical their library operation is. M p  you achieve the egectiveness, effkien- 
being catapulted into a more competitive en- cies, and econories you need tc improve 
vironrnent, as they are encouraged, if not your library operation. 
~andated ,  to operate their libraries " i i e  a 
business." Now is the time that they must inent (TQMj tool used to measure and com- @ &f@ &@ Libwyk 
grapple with the three E's -effectiveness, ef- pare the work processes LI your r ~ r a r y  with $us$@E~WS'? 
I"lciency, and economy. They must not only those in other librxies. Zle god of bench- One important reasor, to conduct a 
determine just how effective their libraries marking is to increase your library's perfor- benchmarking s t ~ d y  is to prove your Ii- 
are, that is whetbe: 2iey are doing the mance by (1) identlfyLng libraries with best brary's value 'Lo your cmtomers. To do this, 
"right" things, but also how efficiently they practices as partners, (2) measuring and you must know who your customers are 
and identify ~ 7 k t  they feel is important to 
them. There are three g r i r r y  customer 
Annette Gohlke spent 31 years manwrg a vanep oJ)?ederai libraries, inc!uding a lage groups to consider when deciding to ccon- 
multi type gstem, "like a business". She is now president and co-owner @ l ibray duct a benchmarking s t~~dy.  The first group, 
Benchmarking Internaabna~ a small publishing consulaizg and trainingflm, She may be Upper Managemene, includes those persons 
reached via the Internet at: Ibi@world-netnei, who have the ultimate control over your 
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budget and existence. These people need to take a combination of good reference skills, amount, and accuracy of information; con- 
receive certairl things from the library in or- deductive reasoning, and a dose of intuition. sistency cf service; error-free service, 
der to give it continued support. The second Here are some proven ways to help you friendliness and approachability of staff, as 
group, Client Users, are the people who use gather that information. First, keep your well as willingness of staff to "go the extra 
the libiary's resources and services either ears and eyes open and always stay tuned to mile" in a pinch. 
through onsite visits or by requesting them the organizational network to determine the Identlfymg the critical success factors for 
via the telephone, fax, or e-mail. We have goals and objectives, concerns, values, library customers is usually a little easier. 
to think about, what the customer wants plans, and problems of upper management. There are many ways to get information on 
when we appIy TQM. it requires the librari- This requires that you get out of the library. your customers' needs. These include talk- 
an to step into the customer's shoes. Some- It's amazing what you can learn from em- ing to them when they come into the library, 
times this cap he really hard for us because ployees in other departments. Next, make providing comment cards for them to com- 
as librarians we understand information yourself (and the library) visible. Find as plete, and even setting up internal customer 
and hcw to find it whereas some of our many formal and informal opportunities to committees that serve as advisory councils. 
customers don't. The third group, Library talk with senior Ieaders as you can. Keep the However, the most common way that librari- 
Stax m s t  be considered in the bench- communication channels open and the infor- ans survey customers involves distributing 
marking equation. The quality of service mation flowing. Thirdly, make the time to questionnaires and conducting focus group 
found in :he :i:Jrary is directly attributed to read internal documents that come your interviews. Of the two, questionnaires are 
the knowledge experience, and attitude of way-it's a good way to discover manage- probably the best because they cost less to 
the staff. How they feel affects the~r perfor- ment's values. Realize that management's administer, provide more quantitative infor- 
nance and the type of service they deliver. expectations will probably change over time, mation, and are more objective while pre- 
All three of these customer groups are so be prepared to be responsive to those serving the anonymity of participants. 
critical to your benchmarking effort. You changes. Make no dcubt about it, what's im- Some concerns of customers deal with 
want your benchmarking results to show portant to upper management should be im- the availability, friendliness, and approach- 
improvements that will impress your upper portant to you: ability of the staff when they enter the li- 
management &id please 37our clientele. Fur- The general concerns of upper manage- brary. They also want the library to have 
thermoce, yor; aeed the full support of your ment are really nc different for the library what they want, when they want it. Cus- 
library staff to carry out the study and than for any other department. They are in- tomers are interested in how easy it is to 
make the resulting improvements. terested in how much money the library re- find what they're looking for in the library 
ceives and how it spends it, how the library and how long they have to wait for a spe- 
cri%ieal S U C G ~ ~ S  Factors saves money for the company and how cia1 request item to be filled. They want 
You must identify what is important to much it saves. Time is also of interest. This their questions answered swiftly and their 
your three customer groups to conduct an includes the amount of time the library telephone calls, e-mail, or fax communica- 
effective benchmarking study. What is im- saves the compary's employees thus in- tions answered immediately. There are 
portant translates, in benchmarking termi- creasing their productivity. Management usually numerous customer areas that can 
nology, to Oitlccl Success Factors and are wants to know about value-added informa- use some improvcrnents 
the criteria that your upper management, li- tion, particularly, what information the li- The last critical success factors you need 
bray  clientele and staff associates with bray produces that customers cannot ob- to identrfy before attempting a benchmark- 
good library sewices and resources. You tain eisewhere. They are interested whether ing study are those for the library staff. Be- 
wd need to use a variety of methods to or not librarians and staff project a profes- lieve it or not, this action can be as complex 
identify the critical success factors for each sional image and how the library fits into as ferreting out those of upper manage- 
customer group. the organization's culture. Other critical ment. The size and compatibility of the staff 
It is  definite*^ important to pinpoint what success factors deal with the library's abili- will certainly affect the process. It is best if 
upper management really wants from the li- ty to provide information to help prevent le- the benchmarking team meets with the en- 
bray, t u t  getticg that information may not gal problems far the company or institution. tire staff for a brainstorming session. Before 
be so easy. They depend on you, as the ex- It is also of interest if information is provid- conducting the session, the team needs to 
pert, to know how to provide quaiity ser- ed in a timely fashion to help employees decide on a meeting agenda. Some consider- 
vice. Ccnsequently, ferreting out the critical meet their deadlines Other upper manage- ation should be given to discussing and de- 
success factors of upper management will ment factors ded with the relevance, termining the mission, goals and objectives 
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of the libraiy and the barriers whicl: the ii- turn achieve the type of efficiencies and something that kterests yom company or 
brarians feel may prevent them from being - economies that favorabiy affect their bottom ir,stiwion. It makes Cqe libray staff smn- 
accomplished. It would aIso be helpfui to lines. Benchmarkirg, as a. proven prxticd ger team players due to the interaction w:th 
discuss what the current customers expect managementtooi, is now spiili~g into the other departments and rapper management, 
from the library and iibrarians and if the Ii- not-for-prodt wena and is bekg embraced The outcome is that you will do a better job 
brarians feel they can meet those expecta- by lorn!, state, acd feder& governments an6 defending your budget for tiye out years and 
tions. If they can't, why not? And lastiy, the by academic and other types of instit;r'Lions. s a y  even gain increased resowes. 
team and library staff need to address the In the iibraiy wogd, cornorate libraries- Thkd, benchmarking provides oppom- 
potentiai barriers to satisf;Jing manage- especiail.3 those belonging to compmies that nities XI bc.3 stronger relationships withh 
ment's needs. z e  experienced benchmarkes and those :he organization and reaches out to other 
Digghg cat the critical success factors for managed by proactive, savvy E-brarians-xe professicnd li'9rarians to build relation- 
the staff will require a tactful and diplmatic ieaders ir, the rase of benchmzking. Health ships with them. YodE have a better under- 
leader with superb listenir~g skilis-prefera- sciences libraries are &so k:y leaders ir, standing and appreciation for what other 
bly one who likes people and is respected by practicirg benchmarkiirg. According to people do within the company and wiE pick 
the staff. Mi l e  the entize benchmzrktig Joanne G. Marsh& associate professor, Fx-  up new ideas that can be use6 withia your 
team is responsible for keeping the lines of uIty of Informatian Sp~dies, University of iibrary. Also, the process of networking is 
communication open, it is the leader who is Toronto: m d  HoIiy Shipp Euchanan, associ- usuali.y ver37 he$% down the road &er :he 
responsible for guiding the brahstorming ate professor and direrkx OF iibraries, Robert benchmaricing sady  is complexed. 
session and making sure that the discussion E. Greefiblatt, M.D. Library, Medical Library Fourths becciimarking meets Lie strategic 
covers ail agenda questions. It will be helpf& of Georgia! "The applicztion of TQM and goals of the organization and Ifhry.  E the 
to adopt some good ground rdes for the ses- continurns q.~&ity improvemen: concepts i~ company wwar; to m t  :as&, the iibrzy can 
sion to encourage $dl participation resulting health sciences libraries is beicg driven, ir, iook for ways to he$ the company save 
in a positive productive ending" iarge part, by accreditation trends that em- money, if needed, the iibrary saff =n bok 
The iibrary staff has specific concerns of phasize the need for continuous improve- for ways reduce operating costs or in- 
their own that translate into crkical success ment." This a.ffects almost 3000 hospital li- crease their productiviq. A benchmarKing 
factors. They may feel that they don't haire braries i~ Xorth h e r i c a  done. More and s ~ d y  car, help showcase the l i b r q  process 
enough time to do their jobs right. They more Irbrarians from public, academic, and ffiat is selected for benckmarking or a n  
may also fee1 an enormous amount of pres- goverrment iibraries are joining their c o ~ p -  show why other processes were not selected. 
sure when someone is sick or on vacztion. rate coileagues in exploring the benefits of FicdiiyI benchmarking can help show 
They may not have the necessary skills or bec&markiig, either by proactive koice, or how valuable the library resources, espe- 
training to pick ~ ; p  and do the work of the the less popuiar mandate from upper man- cially the Ib:&:ans and staff, are to the or- 
absent employee. This situation may result agement. With benchmarking en the rise, ganization! Benchaarking provides a won- 
in a burgeoning work backlog and frequent ', the probability <?at you wiill use 3 in your li- der%I opportuniQ for you to show manage- 
customer complaints. It is usua!ly very in -  brag is pretty good. Let's look at five bene- ment just what a good job you and your 
portant to librarians that t3ey are able to fits to show you what it a n  Q for your ii- staff are doing and how lucky they zre to 
satisfy their cnstomrs, so when they can't brary and staff. have yoi! on its team. If your beachmark'ig 
do this, they get frustrated and stressed. First, it can help you improve ymr Ii- effort puts you in the "needs to iimprcve" 
Sometimes the staff m y  fee1 that the ii- brary to better meet the needs of your cus- coiumn, so be it. The organization is just as 
bray  is understaffed or Lqey may be fearful - tomers and to make it operate more effi- iucky to have a proactive gcerp with Cieir 
of a hdge t  cut w e &  affect %eiu work ciectly and effeaiveiy-ali re& world chal- eyes on t5e competition, listening and 
load and job security. These are ali serious lenges that you are curuentiy facing or wili learnirg how to consistently improve c w  
and sensitive concerns that must be care- face in the near future. By identifying best tome: senice and s&ff produstivky, The 
firily dealt wifn by the benchmar3ng team. practices, j7ou can maximize your cuxent bottom iine is that yyou (and your st$) are 
resources. Benchmarking a n  be rased to posir;i.qe; proactive, and productive prcfes- 
Benchmoski~g BCRC%& J ex~icre a new service or produc ',?at you sionai librarians who know what upper 
wen, we've idedified enougll critical suc- may want to adopt in your lib:~y-. management expects and find ways to ex- 
cess factors to generate far more than one Second, it can be used: to heip you gain cee6 d~ose expectations. Your library oper- 
benchmarking st;~dy. Next, Id's iook at the the srappob of upper managenen"ir %- ating and performance strategies, and thus 
benefits of benchmzkhg. Based on the - prove Cqe support yon hwe. BenchmxFsg your bemc~:mark'i?g efforts, are mirror re- 
cumber of successfuj benchmariiing effofis makes you more proadve, demonstra%s flections of the goals, vztlues, and objectives 
recorded iz journd articles and on the your wiingness to operate iike a business, of your ~rganiaation. Customer s e ~ i c e ,  
Internet, it is apparent that benchnarkjng is and shows upper management that the li- qxality performance, and costs a x  your 
beneficiai. AII types of corporations ad bray is solving its owc probiems with ',ire daiy concerns. Eecciimarking can help you 
businesses, big and s m d ,  are using benck- good of the organization ia mind. Remem- achieve Cle ressts yea want if you use % 
marking to improve their processes and Lq her, your benchmarkkig study should reflect wiseiy and well. 82 
Conference Chair Csrintne Campkll 
welcomes atmxkes to the Genml Session. 
spoke to a packed audience on developments . comments on Monday, June 9. Gates, chair- 
in dormation technology and the importance man and CEO of iMicrosok Corporation, said 
of specid librarians in these developments. . that advancements in technology wiII in- 
Another highlight was the third annual Presi- crease the importance of information pro- 
dent's Reception hosted by Sylvia Piggott fessionals in corporations as companies 
which drew over 250 attendees and raised ' work to traslate information into knowl- 
more than $25,CNJ for SLA's leadership de- edge. "It's no exaggeration to say that in 
velopment and enhancement activities. most industries, the basis of competition 
When not busy attending the many pro- will be on how a company deals with infor- 
grams and courses offered during the con- mation," Gates said. "Now as we talk about 
I ference, attendees seized the opportunity to this being the information age, there's no 
visit Seattle's many attractions. Groups doubt that libraries will play a much more 
went to such places as the Boeing Factory, central role than they ever have before." 
Microsoft libraries, the San Juan Islands, - The videotape of his speech is available 
Red Hook ~rewexy, Bloedel Reserve, Cha- - from National Audio Video Transcripts by 
I teau Ste. MichelIe Winery, and the Wood- , calling 1-800-373-2952 or 1-301-292-2952. 
land Park Zoo. Attendees also took walking 
tours through the historic streets of Seattle. 
Annual Conference General Session ners' Perspective, "The Fault Dear B~utus" 
Commitment lo advancing their careers Speaker Bill Gates spoke to an audience of on Tuesday, June 10 to an enthralled audi- 
and to their association was apparent this . more than 5,500 when he delivered his ence. An unadulterated Prime challenged 
year when informtion professionals from the 
United !;rates. Canada, and around the world 
came tc Seattle, WA, USA, to participate in 
SLA's 85th Annual Conference, "Information 
Rofessianals a: the Crossroads: Change as 
Opportunity,," held June 7-1 2, 1997. Approxi- 
mateiy 6,935 special librarians attended this 
year's successfid conference. 
SLA's second annual exhibit hall Ribbon 
Cutting Ceremony opened the doors to a very 
exciting exh~bit show. One of the most di- 
verse shows ever, there were 445 booths 
sponsored by 330 companies. The hall was 
filled with the newest technologies, products, 
and services to help special librarians be 
more effective m d  proficient in their jobs. 
The general session address was given by 
Bil Gates, cc-founder and CEO of Microsoft 
Co~Oration headqmexed in Gates The banner welcomed attendees to StAlr 88th Annuat Conference in Seatale, 
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Bob Bellanti, h d r e w  Berner, Sandy Mokz, in fne area of mentoring students and\or 
and W2da 3. I\'ewn;,an. practicing professions in Lie field The 
Additionally, the board accepted the Re- board a1so approved the Cow Jones Leader- 
search Committee's recom~endation to ship Award, 21s: Century Caxpetencies in 
award Claire McInerney the 1997 Stevec 1. Action over me next four years F c a y ,  the 
Goldspiel Memorial Research Grant. Mclner- board approved the recipients of the 1997 
ney's proposed titIe is "Usiig informalice Diversity Deveiopment Progax They x e  
in the Virtual Office: How Special Li'iraries Barbara Akiwole, IN. Kelly Yx"Le, Andrea 
are Serving Telecommuters. " ~Sreer, Vinita Slngh, and Stephanie Tolson. 
Most noteworthy, the board approved a The new SLA Board of Directors held the2 
new strategic plan for the association which fzst meeting on Friday, June 12. Axong o& 
wiU. take effect inmediately. The cew plan a agenda items. a special armiEee was ap- 
VJZ be placed on SLfi's Web site at: poiq&d to review DACOLT trahkg. Also, 
www.sla.org. past presidents were directed to develop a 
Ttie board also approved the recommen- fern a d  m re-Ml the question ~f cams 
dation from the Toronto Chapter and 'lize strumre, ";iring 8 activities, e k  for cIiscus- 
Eastern Canada Chapter Executive Boards sion at the faE bozd meetihg with directions 
to pursue the opportunity being presented and recome~dations for -cyiqter 1998. 
by Phase 5 Consulting to develop and par- 
- 
&fier#soft ChaImsa~ an& CEO BiII s@@ :iszipate in an ongoing web-based survey 
& 8 &W&& a~kf ie~ce i%'t %he Geweral Sestisn, argeting librarians for the purpose of pro- 
viding informatior, back to the industry and 8 t 
informa.tion professionds to stop blamhg - to our own association. The ceremony provided SLA members with 
others, carve their own fiiture in the Infor- Several routine budgetay requests re- an opgofimity to network mi& SLA Presi- 
mation Age, and ultimately take charge of ceived by the Finance Com~ittee were ag- dent Sylvia Piggctt and S'LA ExecdtPqe Dixee- 
their own fate. Prime, who has been an in- proved as presented. The board approved tor David Bender, SilverPIatter Information 
vited speaker at numerous conferences, is that ail association units be required to CEO Briar; Earle m d  others, and with the 
knowr, for her slightly outrageous secse of rezord al! financial information and submit oppofiinity to be among t3e first ?J view [he 
hilmor and her ability tc express ideas with all financial reports in the Quicken ( or 0th- 1997 exhibit h&-the most excitiqg ever: 
candidness, simplicity, and wit. er association approved) .format no later Tbis year there were 445 booths sponsmed 
Gnan January 1, 1999, and that the associa- by 330 compxifes. The hall was a p p x i -  
tion provide the Qclicken programs at no mately 40,030 square feet and was fZed 
cost to the units. with C!e newest tecknoiogies, pro&m, and 
Directors Meerir,g The board considered actions for futrrre services help azendees become more ef- 
June 6-7 in Seattle, VIA, the board ad- ccnferences. Baltimore, &ID, was approved fective and profkient i r r  their jobs. 
dressed numerous issues ranging from as the site of the 97th Annual Conference of As in the past, annual conference spon- 
election slates to the conference location in the Speciai Libraries Association, june 10- sorship was very successfd witk: 19 of 28 
2006. The foilowing items were addressed 15, 2000. The board also approved 53at the sponsorship categories behg partially or 
at the June 6-7 meeting. SLA Arrnual Conference Exhibit be reduced fzlly sold. The sponsors who generousiy 
The board accepted the Tellers Commit- from a four day show to z three day show sclpported conference activities are: 
tee Report on the resuits of the 1997 eiec- beginning with the 1998 Indianapoiis An- Knight-Ridder information-af2cid on- 
tion, declared the elections dosed, a~qd ap- nu& Conference. Additionally, it was ap- line services sponsor 
proved the slate of officers for the 1997 : proved fiat the revised show day hours be Chexicai Abstracts Service-provided 
election. The new members of the 1997198 - extended to incorporate those hours e W -  conference tote bags 
board are: President-Elect L. Susan Eayes; nated in dropping the fcnrth day show" Fi- C?vid Techrdogies-sponsored :he Fd- 
Treasurer Ric'nard E. Waliace; Chapter Cabi- naliy, the board approved that there wiIi be IoW Reception for First SLA Attendees 
net Chair-Elect Anne K. Abate; EJivision a second, but modified no-conflict time dm- and the contrhted paper sessiocs 
Cabinet Chair-Elect Richard P. Huiser; Direc- ing the late akernoon of the first day sh~'v\j. Moody's investors Se~lce--co-spon- 
tor Monica M. Er~el; Director Cynthia V. H Z  AdditionalPy, new awards were approved sored Prac2tiocer Presentiitioc and 
The slate of officers for the 1998 ekc- for the association. The first is ffie Rose L. sponsored refreshme~t breaks 
tion is: for president-elect, Susan Cihiattia Vorme'iker Award with the following de- Microsof&-sponsored the Internet Room 
and Barbara Spiegelman; for divjsios: cabi- - scription: The Rose L. TJormditer Award is and Presidents Reception 
net chair-elect, Joan Gervino and D. Gaii given to individual n?ember(sj of the asso- Eqin-sponsored the SLA staff office 
Staa; for chapter cabinet chair-elect, Rober- ciation in recognition of exceptional servic- Dement-spocsored the exllibit haii re- 
%. Brody and Sandy Spurlock; for director, es to the profession of speciai Iibrarianship freshment break 
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Dun 6r Bradstreet-co-sponsored Practi- 
ticner's Presentation 
EBSCO sponsored CNNVention Kiosks 
and 1998 Program Planners Session 
SilverPlatter-sponsored Ribbon Cutting 
Ceremony 
Onesource Information Services-spon- 
sored technology track CE courses 
Telesec Library Services-sponsored the 
199 7 Employment Clearinghouse 
Disclosure-sponsored the "Guide to Ex- 
hibits" 
UMI--sponsored the General Session 
The Freedom Forum-sponsored Confer- 
ence Update 
The Annual Business Meeting took place @%Y&+ h3Sz1n s[,w&@ %I &W at~pzg :with Fa$@-P ?f&d1.3 Eqg@E a& 5.M 
Wednesday, June 1 1. The agenda included Exsxetk i%mtw David W, %9a&er, 
speeches from the association's leadership, 
official installation of the new Board of Di- . commitment to you on some initiatives ' took place during the year was the phasing 
rectors, and recognition of the 1997 SLA , which I believed would move the associa- out of S p e d  Libranks and the SpeciaList 
Fellows and the recipients of the Informa- . tion in the direction we want to see it go. and the birth of our new monthly magazine 
tion Tcday Award, the Public Relations Today, I will present to you a scorecard of - Infomanbn Qlitlook. The inaugural issue of 
Awards, and the Diversity Leadership De- tlle year's achievements. Infomation Outlook was distributed to the 
velopment Program Award. membership in January 1997. Again, the 
Neu<.y elected SLA officers include: Pres- Priorities. feedback has been very positive. 
ident-Elect L. Susan Hayes, president, Oak - The following priorities were chosen for 
Harbor Publishmg, Delray Beach, FL; Trea- association year '96-'97: r,?r '--(.:- r ; , cr .-. . I:_ 2 - , 'L" C 
surer Ricizard E. \VdIace, manager, Techni- , 1. A New Logo The Web and listservs were also used ex- 
cal Information Center, A.E. Staley Manu- 2. communication to Membership tensively to keep the membership, the board 
facturing, Decatcir, IL; Chapter Cabinet Chair- 3. Updated Strategic Plan of directors, ,committees, s ~ f f ,  and the public 
Elect Anne K. Abate, librarian, Dinsmore 6r 4. Virtualization of the Association connected to the association. This medium 
Shohl, Cincinnati, OH; Division Cabinet 5. Promotion of the Competenciesfor the - facilitated fast turnaround time necessary for 
Chair-Elect Richard P. Hulser, consultant, : Zls t  Century decision-making and for moving ahead 
Digital Library Global Education Icdustry, 6. Continued Internationalization of the quickly. Both the president and the presi- 
IBM Corporation, New Haven, CT; Director Association dent-elect made several visits to chapters 
Monica M. EFL!, director, Knowledge Sys- 1 which provided another medium for commu- 
tems Lab, Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, 7:-e ~ q s  nication face-to-face with the members. 
CA; Director C,ynthia V, Hill, manager, Sun SLA has been making adjustments to 
Library ard IrJxmation Senices, Sun Mi- . its processes, products, and services as the : SX~:,I c ?c^ 7
crosysteins, Inc.. Mountain View, CA. environment changes. One of the symbok Last year, members completed a Super 
Assuming new positions on the board , which we felt should be updated was our Survey the results of which was used in re- 
foi 1997-1998 are Past-President Sylvia logo. After mu& research and design at- . viewing the Strategic Plan adopted in 1989. 
E.A. Piggott; President Judith J. Field; Chap- tempts, a new logo was selected at the fall M e r  several months of discussions among 
ter Cabinet Chair Peter Moon; Division Cabi- board meeting and was presented to our : the Board of Diremrs and staff, a new Stra- 
net Chair Rebecca Vargha. membership via eiecronic and paper me- . tegic Plan was adopted by the board at the 
Continuing tto serve on the SLA Board of dia. At the Winter Meeting, the leadership June 1997 board meeting. The cew Strategic 
Directors are Bruce Hubbard, Julia Peterson, was able to see and receive the logo in a Plan concengates on three broad areas: (1) 
Stephen Abram, arid Sharyn Ladner. variety of formats. The feedback has been . Developing Professionals for the 2lst Centu- 
very positive. ry (2) Promoting the Value of the Xnforma- 
tion Professional (3)  Building the Vimral 
. . rn,-,- , ,.-,r>;,,,-*. 
L 4  , , .  - .  I ---,a , Association. What is involved in these three 
Communication to the membership took areas and hou7 these t h i i  wil be accom- 
"Last year at this time, I made a . several forms. Another major change which plished will be reflected in kture priorities. 
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Leadership Award 
THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF 
.- 
.I Special Lib 
The Theme: "Past Century Competencies in Action" 
/ - -  
'.'he Dow Jones Leadership Award will be presented annually b. 
to a member of the Special Libraries Association who exempiifies 
leadership as a special librarian through examples of 
personal and professional competencies. 
,A' - '-'- ./ 
. :,'he Leadership Award is based on the 11 professional 
competencies and 13 personal competencies essential for 
special librarians, as highlighted in the SLA "Competencies for 
Special Librarians of the 2 1st Century" executive summary. 
- , .- 
, 4  
.C 4 : * his unique and innovative award is the first of its h d  for 
the information profession. If you think you have what it takes 
to win, just complete and return the attached application 
along with your essay explaining why 
Note: Copies of h e  SLA executive summary are avaiiabie a: 
~w.sla.org/professionaI/compph~ or by calling &x 
Dow- Jones InfoPro Alliance at 888-609-2399. 
Special Libraries Association 
Dow Jones is progd to sponsov this awn& as part of an ongoing commitment t o  Special Libmrinns. 
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The Dow lones Leadership Award 
"2lst Century Competencies in Action" 
Organization: 
Address: 
State/Prcvince: Country: 
Phone: Fax: 
E-mail: 
(Please submit your essay with this form). 
Official 
Rules: 
Eligibility: 
Deadline: 
Judges: 
To Apply: 
Winner 
From the SLL4 executive summary "Competencies for Special Librarians of the 2 1st Century" 
select three professional competencies 2nd three personal competencies. Then describe in essay 
form how you have put each selected competency into action, providing practical examples from 
your work environment. The essay should be approximately 500-600 words in length. For a copy 
of t:he SLA executive summary, call the Dow Jones InfoPro Alliance at 888-609-2397 or go to 
www.sla.org/professionaVcomp.htnd. 
All Special Librarians and Information Professionals who are SLL4 members in good standing are 
eligible. You may enter a colleague in ~ I i s  competition by completing the application and essay 
in their name and attachicg your name to the application. 
Dec. 5, 1997. 
SLA Awards and Honors Committee. 
Send your application and essay electronically to dysart@inforamp.net or mail them to 
Jane Dysart, 47 Rose Park Drive, Toronto, Ontario, M4T 1R2, Canada 
Announced: January 1998. h a r d  mill be presented by Dow Jones at SLA's Annual Conference ,4wards 
Banquet in June 1998. 
'X1e award carries a $2,000 cash prize. In addition, the winner map be profiled in a Dow Jones publication, 
presented at an SLA-rela:;ed function, featured in an advertisement for the award in a Dow Jones publication, 
and/or be profiied in SLRs Iq%mation Oatlook. The winner will be asked to sign a publicity release. 
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SLA has for many years now been a 
force in the internationai infomation arena 
having participated in fomms sucil as Inter- 
naticnal Federation of Library Associations 
(IFLA), International Federation for Docu- 
mentation (FID), among others. This year 
tine association engaged i~ some other inter- 
national activities to further our penetration 
into the international arena. The president 
and president-elect attended the FOR0 VII 
(transborder librarians conference between 
the United Stztes, Canada, and Mexico) and 
the association exhibited there as well; the 
president attended the Internationai Agricul- 
tural Librarians meeting in Tucson, AZ, at 
which there were librarians from over 35 
countries, many of whom were from tlzird 
vrorld natiors. SLA exhibited at this cenfer- 
ence and proaded aid to F,!?rc needy librari- 
ans. In both of these instances SLA was able 
to market itself and to form some alliances. 
The president and executive d2ector were 
invited to visit the Pariiament Library and 
other speciaiized 3brxies LI Moscow. Here 
we were able to evaluate the potential for 
collaboration between %A and the Rasian 
Iii~rarians including the potential for forming 
a chapter of SLA. 
wide distribution in order to spread 5le 
word. However, i"; was evident that the for- 
mat in which it is presented was as impor- 
tant as the content. A glossy executive 
summary was prepared and distributed to 
the Human Resources departments of For- 
?me 500 companies, a11 members, library 
s&ools, and the Committee on Accredita- 
tion. Subseqtrently, i y , k  doctrment has been 
son. Tha& also to Jdia Peterson fcr se- 
curing some F~nding from Qr@ to assist 
wit;? <!e preparation of file Executive Sum- 
xay and Barbara Spiegelman for editing 
5le document. 
-",. ,' 
., ., 
Kecognizing th2t 'lize Solo Li5rarians IS 
the fastest growing division, a cornzittee 
was formed and chaired by Charlene Bald- 
win to kvestigate the kinds of topics which 
the associatien could assembie in a Tool Kit 
to assist professionals in 5ie field. it was 
agreed that the Web site would an appropri- 
ate place to mount topics as necessq.  
r r r  r r - -  - cc 
d 5 J  -., --- 
Chaired by Barbara SpegeLmx, the com- 
rdttee was able b wo& witii sm"f and the 
desig:er te produce a iogo for C2e association. 
- r y  - J- .. 
DACOLT the medium by which we train 
incoming leaders. required some consider- 
ation in order to improve on what was be- 
ing Gone. Chaired by Lynn %risky, a report 
was brcxght to the board wit?? a recommen- 
dation that Lie DACOLT agenda be revised 
to meet the association needs. During the 
3 $ i z  %gptt ziTm?s me IlP?$i&rnt~ %?pan 1997198 association year i5is wZ be done. 
/"? Zc' 5- 2- -f /'~G;c; 5- dab &oi7fm~j,w otfge6m d ~ ; ~ i n g  fee 
Recognizing that technology is an im- ADfi%8z Bsgine3s ge2iR4 
---7 G s- rc  --,<r rc 
Ld - -- \ d LL 
portant feature of the daily workings 3f Recognizing that the acnuai cocference 
SLA, we as a board agreed fhat we should translated into Frecch, Spanish, German, is one of the most important activities of 
begin to test how virtualization might work. and lapanese. In add~tion, iil~rary school ed- the association and %Gher more that it is 
A chapter and a division were identified to ucators were invited to react to the  doc;^- t5e chief revenue earner for the association, 
become virtual so that we might get some ment at the Winter Meeting in Fort Lauder- a taskforce chaired by Anne Abate with a 
data to evaluate the pros and cons of such dale, FL: focus group dscnssiocs were committee comisting of members and staff 
an existence. The resalts should be for&- hdd; a monograph with 5?e compe'lencies spent the year gaclering input from the 
coming at the end of a year. As the associa- as me central theme was corrmissmed. mem5ership and vendors in order to evalu- 
tioc becomes more virtu& there is a con- Thrs moncgraph was on display m d  for ate the conference. This comrdttee wdl con- 
certed effort being made to see how tc best sale at the SLA booth at the conference. tinue to mon:'Lor the sit~atien and report to 
leverage our investment in technology for the board from Mme to time. 
',. . 2 .P,. -:~z,<$.; the benefit of our membership. With Chis iq .:. 1: *', . -., . 
mind, courses were deIivered via electmnic Not only was fQe beard busy ail year in &TiO & % ~ v B ~ ~ F E  
means with great success, products and helping to acizieve the goals of the associa- At this time, i wodd like to recognize 
services were identified for electronic deliv- tion but so were the entire staff and many 5Ie committee cF:atrs who answered our c& 
ey ,  and the Web page nndement fuxher of h e  members. Scme special committees for assistance at the beginning of the asso- 
enhancements. Much of 'Lire preparaaoc for were formed with tke president as ex-offi- ciation year, All of these chairs were assist- 
the conference including the conference cio mmber to get c e m n  jobs done qu ic l l .  ed by committee %embers who helped tlqerr: 
program were available via the Web site. These are: to achieve t&e goals set out LI their char- 
ters. ??ley are: 
r ~ - - - ~  c-rc,- 3 -= 1 - re- r ~ - - - ~  c-,- ".- 
L J d- L 2 - L  . d  , < /  I-, - --  1. f -. : Chaired by RosGind 
Once the domment was received and Thanks to cormittee members Joanne Lett with coimittee members hiice Be% Ai- 
approved by the board, we knew vt required Marshall, Mary D:ckerson, and JuIia Peter- fred Thomas, Gloria Zamora 
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~;.iy.::.:,.c:; I.::< .:%:~:~y.i- Chaired by Didi 
Pancake with. committee members Jane 
Dysart, Iudith Field, Dorothy McGarry, Lynn 
Tinsley 
. - 
.L.. >;,i :/,::-/. 2: 
. . 
. , .. ..,.,. Chaired by Barbara Se- 
monche, with committee members Anne 
Abate, M a r  Ellen Fleury, Anne Galler, 
Ethel Sdonen 
.'Z/*,<> 
.,:,.,.& Chaired by Anne 
Gr ommittee members Karen 
Bleakley, f(aro1a Yourison 
.:?$:;m Chaired by Eleanor MacLean 
with committee members Mary Moon, Eliz- 
abeth Winiarz 
n/, +,*.'p ,:,, *- 
. CW.. i : - : J , ~ . i . : % , .  - - Chaired by Amy Paster, cam- 
r&ee merribers Elfrieda Cavallari, Deborah 
Hatfield, RanM Tenor, John Leide, Tina 
Kussey, Adam Schiff, Sara Shatford Layne 
,P,-, ..".x~.',-:.i., ,., '',:p.-., :.'A/ 
.,. ,.,,.. .. ... : .,., .. ; ., ,,.,:.:,a;.-. Chaired by 
James 'Tchobacoff with committee members 
Kay Mowery, Cornelia Kelley 
9; +~.~::;;~ .:+:z; z;..; Chaired by Corinne 
Campbell with committee members Sharyn 
Ladnet, Ellen Mimnaugh, Paulyn Heinmill- 
er, Roger Haley 
,r,. " :,, , .';-r ,~ .,., 9- ., .: -?,, 
.., :.. .., ...A :. .:. .x: ;/,A Chaired by Janice 
Suter with cornnittee members Marie Gadula, 
Doris Heifer, Mary Jane Miller, Bonnie Burwell 
r.p .,.',z,.7, .- ;.,; .. ,._. Chaired by Lawrence Guthrie 
with comittee members Barbara Waiker, 
Richard Geiger. Sarah Wiant 
Chaired by Donna Scheeder 
ee members Carol Ginsburg, 
Gervino with committee members Susan 
Merry, Sa f~a ra  Folensbee-Moore, Linda 
Fredericks, Lawrence Guthrie, Linda Mad- 
d 
Chaired by Mary 
Lee Kennedy .with committee members Wil- 
da Newman, Melvin Westerman, Una Gour- 
lay, Dorothy McGarry, Zaida Diaz, Rubby 
Cbaired by Sandra Spurlock 
members David Jank, David 
n, Marilyn Redmond, Wilda 
Chaired by Janice Anderson 
with committee members 
Terry Dean, M&y Dickerson, Pauline Leeds, 
Stephanie Tclscn 
.- , ' 
_:-,.( ,--./...,,l. . . r l - r .  
.: , wc.l: .., . : ,..- . .,.,..-.~:z.+s~7 . ,- .,. ..: Chaired by 
d 
Mary Dickerson with comittee members 
Toby Pearlstei'~, Robert Ballad, Suzi Hayes, 
I Judy Mcfarlane, Sandra Kin, Robert Bellanti : no definite conciusion on keeping or e l i i -  
Chaired by Ann Tal- . nating the "L" word from our name. This 
cottl Doris Helfer with committee members discussion will continue. We changed some 
Monica Ertel, Cynthia Hill, Stephanie Tol- important symbols this year and this 
son, Gloria Dinerman change will happen when the majority of 
2.9 ;.,-:*-.-: : . . , . . ' Chaired by Laura Gasaway , the membership wants it. 
with committee mzmbers Nick Mercury, Pat 
Molholt, Fred Roper, Rebecca Smith That& Yoad 
, . . - . I 
.>.:A .5~2~.:.;:!3:;-3 Chaired by Bill Fisher I thank you the members for electing me 
with committee members Barbara Best- as your president and for giving me a 
: Nichols, Thomas Moothart chance to spend two busy but exciting 
, $ . i 7 ~ ~ : i d r  Chaired by Betty Ed- years working for a profession and an as- 
dison with committee members Sarah sociation which I love. Thanks to the board 
Warner, Nettie Sez.bcrry, Lynn Tlnsley, Dor- and the staff for your support and hard 
othy McGany work in helping me to leave this association 
C:-.zIm': > .?ic::::::?g - Chaired by Julia Peter- . strong, sought after as the premier informa- 
son with comnittee members Karen Kreiz- tion association. Finally, a big thank you to 
man, Barbara Akinwole, Judith Field, Stephen the vendors who have been generous!" 
Abram, Donna Scheeder, David Bender 
0.. ,  *.,.,: ,: r?n .:r-,x. " , .  .A ..;? < 5 .? r l y '7 > $: $4 Ci Y I .  '. x 
.:;;,,;: : . , r :  , , . , :  < .  .2 ..,. .,:;$ A ,  j::$%*w:G< .?>< .?:::.,$&i $ E;$>.y- 
>,. P , ,.Jf&& ' .p:,Aj,.> Chaired by Larry \,vright with committee $2~~3 2 5,l .J ,. Y 8% <(.A 
CY.> members R~~~~ ~ ~ ~ h ,  K~ ~~ ~ v ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  . j RC $.~GP: ,+,:. B: P.: C n ~ ~ t r p  .; ..,. ,. rU.:. . . .2~.:: .  599Be,r.+. .:;. 
.., 
Steven Weil, John Leide .<;y,.',<$*. $7 A+,:&,- .... -..n> V,?.,. ti*, &<$ ;g$fs .? ,., .::>j'rr $.$,$,$.:.,:. .:CC,<.$$Zi .A r/i <><,zE , +# 7 
r,,&.,>:r<'; -' .,".,dr-.,n" i.:,. :: .....,., ::' .;L:;....~:.... Chaired by Marjo- "I have been actively involved in SLA 
rie Hlava with committee members Una for over twenty-five years which inciicates 
Gourlay, Linda Paschal, Jean Piety, Ty Webb how much I love and respect this organiza- 
A-p:.:,. 
. Chaired by Marilyn Bromley : tion. If there is one insight that I can share 
with committee members Myra Weinberg, with you from my lengthy experience, it is 
Kenlee Ray that SLA is a living, breathing, organic or- 
: ' . L  You have kept our ganization. It is now, and has always been, 
association strong, you have been good - the sum of its members. As your president 
ambassadors for the profession. You sup- I for the next year, I am charged with ensur- 
ported the association in several ways- ing that SLA, and indeed our profession, 
through attendance at SLA activities, shar- . remains healthy, vibrant, and relevant. 
ing your opinions through speaking and I strongly believe that we are at the crest 
writing, remaining loyal to the association of a new renaissance and that we are see- 
thro~gh your continued membership ing the rebirth of our profession and our 
; ..L.. :c ; ;n:cr. 
.; :.... - .,...,.....,. ., 'IZ7e have a strong contin- association. We can now identify emerging 
gent of senior and middle management pea- evidence of this long anticipated and very 
: pie at headquarters who have partnered with promising fimre. Our members are assum- 
our committees, board, membership, and . ing roles of Chief Knowledge Officer, Chief 
vendors to make the year a successful one. Information Officer, Webmaster, and Knowl- 
They are Executive Director David Bender edge Manager. Some members have become 
and staff-Lynn Woodbury, Fred Casey, Jim very successfui as entrepreneurs and others 
Mears, Kevin Heffner, Maurice Harris, Dou- have been able to just~fy the insourcing of 
glas Newcomb, Christine Kennedy, Jennifer their services. Most interesting is that some 
Stowe, Ernie Robinson, John Crosby, John of our members are now being asked to 
Latham, Liana Sayer, VaIerie Taylor among , serve as internal consultants to their orga- 
others. We are grateful to David and alI his . nizations. The time has come for us to start 
staff for their outstanding contribution. praising ourselves for our accomplishments. 
Tom Davenport, an instructor in our 
And the "k" Word pre-conference Knowledge Executive Insti- 
The designation "Library" was dis- tute, calIs the world we live in now a 
cussed via listservs, individual discussions, "knowledge ecology." We, as librarians, 
focus groups arid the 'jury is out' There is are the microbioiogists of this knowledge 
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Complete State EnvironmentaYSafety 
Regulations cpdated monthly 
All relevant rules for each state fially indexed 
New, fast, easy-to-use interface 
Available for all SO states or individually 
Also available on CD-ROM 
Call (800) 998-451 5 
for a 30-day free trial. 
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ecology. It 1s cur profession that is charged 
with ensuring  hat the kriowledge ecology is 
healthy and in balance. This new emphasis 
is bemuse h e  lnformation Age has matured. 
it is time to focus on what we need to do to 
adapt to this ki~owledge culture. To hlly un- 
dersmd the c a m e  of this knowledge cul- 
ture we can ask ourselves some questions. 
i{rrowfedgc Ecolqy 
What are the components of a healthy 
knowledge ecoiogy? 
Organized, usable, and useful infor- 
mation 
An experienced group of professionals 
with advanced information literacy s k i s  
Boirndaryless global movement of in- 
formation 
A coUaborative decision-making ethic 
Balance between end-user rights and 
intellectuai and physical access to in- 
for nation 
Ketworked in snch a manner that it is 
enabled by technology but is not de- 
peadent on it 
sw Ecotogy 
WZl2.t are tile components of a healthy 
§LA ecology? 
Knowledgedde, marketable, visible 
members with leadership skilIs 
A pool of cumr~itted volunteers 
Career-long mentoring opportunities for 
all members 
PmilaEity of interpersonal network- 
ing; not just technoiogical networking 
Lifeiong :earning opportunities 
Adzptabiiiq~ 
Oppolmnities for collaboration and 
partnership.: 
There cac be no PS'NY VISIONS for us! 
Puny visions do not provide t ? e  basis for 
long terrn suicess for either the association 
or for ym.  Heer! Sugenie Prime's call--our 
speaker for the Practitioner's Forum on 
Tuesday- tc develop visions that result in 
you being seen as a key partner in develop- 
ing you1 organization's knowledge ecology. 
Adaptz!biii$y 
In reviewing the above components for a 
healthy SLA ecoiogy, adaptability serves as 
Eugenie Prime shares fret thoughts during the Prattitiaarers' Penpecti'se, Cerirane Campbe81 
and %LA President Judith J, Fieid Iook on, 
the key driver for our profession and a suc- We have the potential now for chat- 
cessfd knowledge ecology requires as one rooms, Internet conferences, and have 
of their core compe~encies for success- just conducted a successful simulcast 
adapzbility. Hcw are we then, as a profes- on the $Veb of our keynote speaker this 
sion, adaptable? past Monday. 
We have a long tradition of adapting to A virtual bookstore is now a reality and 
new technologies and successfully applying I hope you took time to check out our 
them to inforir~aticn services. We have venture into electronic commerce at the 
learned to roil wit9 the punches. More im- Convention Center. 
portantiy, we have learned to seize opportu- a Our technology at headquarters is mov- 
nities and meet any challenge that comes ing SLA to the f~refront of other non- 
our way. We are the "Champions of the profit associations. 
Knowledge-based Economy." U'e are now * Our public relations staff have generat- 
the Otange Masters that Rosabeth Moss ed excellent press coverage for the con- 
Kanter urged us to become at our 1986 an- ference and severai members. 
nual confererxe in Boston. Passivity is no 
longer a Sehavior ~ha r  we toierate. Goals 
With so much positive forward momen- 
Accompiiskmaacnt; tum, what do I want us to achieve together 
SLA is on the forefront, enabling our in the next year? First, 1 want to share 
members to ackieve success in this new SLA's new Strategic Plan-the one created 
ho~dedge culture <?at is indicative of the re- and approved by your Board upon conple- 
naisxnce of okr prcfession Here are some of tion of a long but importanr and ongoing 
the examples of our recent xcomplishments. planning process. It is coming soon to SLA's 
Web site and will be printed in your next 
* We have identified and widely pubii- Who3 Whca 
cized Compterzdzs Jor thz 2lst Cenhcy I want to work with this board arid aIl 
and have seen it wanslated into French, SLA units to impiement this new Strategic 
German, Sparhh, and Japanese. Plan including our long range financial 
We have promoted severa! distance eci- plan. I w n r  to involve the entire associa- 
ucation programs and they have been tion-dl its components-tk~e units, the 
mo:e wild@ successful than oar grand- staff, and car membership-in its impIe- 
est dreams, mentation if we zre to maximize our suc- 
* We have watched our -Web site achieve cess and to reach the goals stated in our Vi- 
over a miliior, hits in under a yeal. smn Statement. 
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I want to continue our 7/24 (sever, Ailow me to listen?. to you as you share 
daysltwenty-four hours) strategy for the your ideas and concerns whether by e-mail, 
virtualization of our headquarters services. $none or letter. Continue to share by partic- 
I want us to rethink how, and what, pro- ipating in surveys when your i n p t  is 
fessional development opporwni~es we sough  Many of tilese surveys wil'i he$ 
deliver to meet the FULL rmge of SLA Rex- provide us with good demographics so that 
bers, from the neophytes through the howl- §LA can more effectively deliver expected 
edge executives. We need to prepare the next services you desire. Plans are underway to 
generation of leaders not just for §LA, but for partner with z. major research Brm to un- 
the profession d over the world. dertake a massive Web-based survey of in- 
I want to initiate close: working pafi- formtion professionals worldwide, VLier, 
nerships with other information industry asked, support it, p&icipaxe and shxe  
associations. your Ciougkts and your visron, Do the 
Tomorrorw's successes wii depend on same when your cinapter or division asks 
new collaborative partnerships with other you for input. 
associations. Our rdatior,ships with our colleagdes con- 
i want to review the governance struc- times tQ be one Z our greatest assets. Mre 
ture of our association to ensure that it now have the opportunity to rdate and net- 
will meet the realties of our future envi- wag% with each other everyday using technol- 
ronment and the needs of our members ogy. However$ do nox ailow tedlnology to 
into the 2 1st century. aaste; you. master technology a achieve 
your professional goals. Chgose to use tech- 
The Vision nologies like iistservs or e-mail so Cley en- 
We are now seeing both the power and hance the quality of your azer , t  SLA experi- 
the stretch in cur Vision SGtement as we ences. Over 5 i ~ e  you will have you will k d  
strive to become the Knowledge Associa- that you have a hi@.er quality relatior,ship 
tion. We must continue to stretch-to be tiie wiGi? SLA if you cantme to adopt or expee- 
leaders and the catalysts in the emergkg xent ~ ~ t h  appropriate new technologies as 
knowiedge-based econmy. they are ~ a d e  availabIe to the menbers. 
Our initiaI vision in 1909 of "Ptitting In today's world volunteering is seen as 
Knowledge iLO Workn still motivates us to- some as either a chore or a Pixzry they 
day m d  demonstrates hot47 fomard looking must forego Please do not lei the stress of 
cur founders were. They did not believe in moderr; life and jusiness redxe your com- 
iiinitations and neither do we! Partner with mitmnt to your own professiond growth. 
us to achieve 55s vision. Be involved in Do n ~ t  let the craziness with your current 
your future success. employer reduce your value to your next 
employer. Do not ~ O W  tbe day-to-day eco- 
nomic news diminish ymr bdief in your 
professional value. Seek quality voiunteer 
opportunities. Let your professional associ- 
ation, let SLA renew you. 
My vision of SLA is that it wi2 incubate 
tile best information professionals for tke 
2 1 st centtrry. 
Next year at our annual conference in 
Indianapolis, IN, the conference planning 
committee will pride yon with exanples of 
Leadership, Performance, and Zxcellence 
that puts us, the INFORIATION PROFES- 
SIONALS IM THE DRIVERS' SEATS 
Join me in Indianapolis and 1 wiIi share 
with you our successes." 
'd 997 Statesf-f-theksoelation 
Address-David 
Ph,D, Executive 
Good morning. I m delighted to share 
h s  time with you. This year, I want to shy 
you vdlere we've been. We've made it, m- 
other year d o m  the road togexher: I k ~ r  l i  as-
sociation has gone throv.@ m a y  c h g e s  
&is yea-some readily visiXe and scme not 
so evident. I am proud to repm that these 
changes are cornhg together nicely, crexing 
a. foundation upon which Lie next several 
years of progress wiIi be buSt. 
My presentation of this year's State of the 
Association Address is gokg to be different 
from years past. I hope you enjoy it. Hisari- 
d y y  h e  annuai xembership repoc FdEdIs 
Cw pu~oses .  These are: 1; a sumxatior, of" 
a 5 3 4 7  of t5e association's internd and exter- 
nal activities, achievements and accom?Ilsh- 
men%, and Zj oppofi~nity to look ahead 
-,o some irrmediate m d  lollger term gods 
572: should occnpy o;ar attention. 
A couple of years ago, I borrowed sever- 
al quotes from jack Welch, the dyn?.anrlc CEO 
of the General Electric Company to under- 
score some points I wanted. to make in n?y 
membership address. Again this year, I was 
captivated by several of his recent obsena- 
"bins about leadership, organizational I a n -  
cing, and managexent. Well, perhags not 
ali of the=. one of Wekh's observations is. 
and I quok, "one of the things about lead- 
ers5ip is that you camot 5e a moderate, 
bdanced, houghtful, carefd artidator of 
policy. You've got to be on the imatic 
" .  
rnnge." I have not added this leadership 
mode to my arsenal .... tempting as it may be 
some Friday afternoons! In spite of what 
some may think, I still prefer and consider 
consistency the most effective way of plan- 
ning and macagng. 
And I doubt that a lunacy-style of man- 
agement has made the General Electric Com- 
pany the extraordinary business and finan- 
cial success story that it is today. No, it is 
some other Welch maxims to which I refer in 
effort to incorporate some thoughts and rec- 
ommendations concerning this association's 
future organizazional health and growth. 
Then tco, af i  advertisement caught my 
eye and held n y  attention this past year. "If 
deadlines got longer, not shorter ... If educa- 
tion were getting less important, not 
more ... If success were a matter of luck, not 
brains and hxd work." If indeed! Each of us 
know wkhin the construct of our own pro- 
fessional existence that these words describe 
a world vanished away, if it ever existed. To 
rest upon our oars or to hope for the best 
just doesn't make it anywhere anymore. The 
dynamics of the workplace and this associa- 
tion continue to change with persisting 
force. In our quest to become a virtual asso- 
ciation, this change is ongoing. Our job as 
members, elected leadership, and staff is to 
accept the ever-changing dynamics that gov- 
ern our efforts. work with unceasing vigor to 
shape them to our benefit, and remain ever 
mindful that array of exciting-and yet 
una~ticipated-chdenges will continue to 
test our rrietde as professionals. 
I am proud to introduce the fist "Year In non-North Arnerican membership, will now 
Review" video, which -will highlight the asso- go well beyond its present eight to ten per- 
ciation's accomplishments since last we met, cent of the membership. So as a virtual orga- 
At this point in the presentation, a video nization, we will able to do much, much 
was shown highlghhng theyear's activities, more than we can do now, but we must be 
As you can see, we are heading to the cautious. We must move with care to ensure 
future ... and that future is not too far away! that the things we are doing are the right 
In following these highlighted bold steps, things to do for the future of information 
and reaching our dtimate goal-a virtual services and special librariamhip. 
association-we are putting SLA in a pow- This past year, our Computer Services 
erful leadership position. This is all well and Technology department has been busy 
and good ... it will make a lot of people feel blending new technologies and manage- 
very proud ....y es, new members will be ment techniques to meet the business needs 
drawn to SLA because this association is of the association. These needs are met by 
the preeminent international body in the new program directives in computer servic- 
field of information management. But this es, desktop publishing, and Internet servic- 
will also force us all to give some thought es. The association has seen a shift in the 
to another important consideration-how technologies available to our staff, which 
do we exercise this leadership? has included a migration to a Windows- 
SLA has always been seen as a premier based processing system and individual 
professional association. The move to the desktop Internet. Our Web Server was offi- 
virtual association can only be accomplished cially "1ive"on May 15, 1996. Sponsored by 
through a series of exercises which involve Disclosure, Inc., our site stands out as one 
building and slrengthening staff skills, of the first Web sites sponsored by a sole 
member relations, the association's giIobal organization. In October 1996, the site was 
infrastructure and fizancial position. The accessed a total of 36,000 times. In March 
Special Libraries Association emphasizes 1997, the site saw 146,000 hits-that's a 
this move to the virtual organization, en- 400 percent increase in visitor volume in 
hances and stre~gthens this, especially in just six months! And I am excited to report 
terms of the international membership. NOW, that from its Sirth until April 30, 1997, the 
as an organization, we can deliver services site has received over one million hits! 
to the same degree as if we are next door. Some other advances in our Internet ser- 
When SLA is a vtrtual association, you can vices surround our List Hosting Service, 
be sure that the international, especially the which began in October 1996. Our new 
Home Page was unveiled this past January 
with a new streamlined look and feel. Some 
new additions to the look of the Home 
Page, were the obvious inclusions of the 
new logo and new buttons for "What's 
New" and the "Information Resources Cen- 
ter." Hits to both these sites have increased 
substantially since the release of the new 
Home Page. These efforts, working in con- 
cert, have been a part of this year's success 
as a technologically advanced association 
on the move to virtuality. 
With this move comes the need to focus 
our attentions and efforts to ensure that we 
stay on track. In chis respect, GE's CEO, 
Jack Welch, has provided important advice 
that I like to appropriate for the guidance 
and governance of the Special Libraries As- 
sociation. In C!is movement to virtuality. I 
challenge this association's members and 
leaders to: 
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Have a passion for inteltigecce; 
Be open to ideas from anywhere; 
Have the self-confidence to invoive ev- 
eryone in decision making and leader- 
ship; 
Create clear and simple visions ... and 
communicate them to ali; 
Have enormous energy and the ability 
to energize others; 
Stretch.,.set aggressive goals, reward 
progress ...y et understand accountability 
and commitment; 
See change as opportunity,..not theat: 
Are these visionary goals? Perhaps. But 
desirable methods that 5ie association's siond career for their Ieadership in the field 
menkrs  and leaders should undertake to of specid librarianship acd for their out- 
achieve our goals, Boundary!ess behavior . standing con2ibutions and expected riatlrre 
demands that we forsake the cocoon of serfice tg the associa'lion. Feilows a x  cdled 
ccniioz sad sec~:.rity-The what-is-known- u y n  ilc advise the Board of Directors and 
to pursue ttte challenge of an often cn- to alert the memkrship to issues and 
known and unanticipated .5&xe. Quality :rends warranting action. This year's win- 
performance, sophisticated information s ~ -  ners were: p a n  Gewinc, Wiida Nevman, 
vices, a~plied technology, and globalized Marydee Ojala, and ;'ear( Scanlan. 
and networked profession& societies of in- The Information Toclay A w d  for Lmova- 
foxation managers are ttqe realities t h t  tims i~ Techncbgy a n . ~ d y  recogizes one 
must drive 5 ~ e  kture planning and organi- or more §LA xembers for their irtmvative 
zationd efforts of tKs associztio~~. use and a~piicixion of technology ir: a specid 
If we d l  have a passion for inteliigence; l i ' h j j  settiig. VJ'b~ers receive a plaque and 
are open to ideas; have the self-confidence a a s h  mmd from L$o~:ztion Today: Izc. 
not, my friends and coHeagiles, if we are to to involve everyone in decision making and This year's wkmer was tsurie Stacipole. 
manage the Mure of this associatioc in a ieadership; create dear and simple visions; Xext, the pubiic relations zwa.rds: coo;- 
manner that w 2  ensure its continued good have enormous energy; stretch; and see dnated by the SLA '&?iic Reiations Com- 
health and prosperity into the coming cen- clange as cppomnity, I am confident that mittee were announced. =e f i s t  zward 
tilry. Of course, we wiil always and forever we will successful$ choose 2ie correct di- presented was the SLA Public Xeiatiocs 
be confronted with unforseen problems and rection, decide the appropriai-e policies, m d  Member Achiwemei-.l A~Jard. This award. is 
hidden solutions. But if we keep oar d k i -  establish redistic targets for gcw-th &at designed to wecognize :be outstanding con- 
tive focus on strategy, if oilr efforts are bo5l are :JOG? attainable and sustainabie for our tri'htions made by members of SLA to the 
principled and pragmatic, if we care about Special Libraries Association. public relations gods of &e prcfession, the 
association, or 5ie library or icfmmatfon 
center. This year7 the award was ?resected 
to Ma1-y Beall and john Marcus for their ef- 
forts as initiators and co-coordinators of an 
Gincis Chapter project camed 'WFO 95." 
?%e next, award was tke SLW Pcbiic M a -  
ticns Media Award which recog:izes a jour- 
naiist or journaiists who published m out- 
standir:g fea3~re on the special iibraries pro- 
fession, preferably L? general ck.dz";ion pub- 
3&5n 31 rradis or t&Jision. %is year & 
award was presented tc a t p m  of journdiss, 
Bonnie Nardi, Vicki D'Day, and E&inad Vd- 
auskas for their airicle L? the June 4, 1996 
Chn3tzbn Sde,'~ceMcniicr, tit?& "Pdt a Librar- 
ian, 7301 SoIFt'cv-ze, k h e  Dsver's Seat." 
The last p 3 i c  relations zv,,rard: vrzs die 
Mernational Special Li'srzrians Day Award 
With 445 booths sponsored by 336 companies, the exhibit hall was one of the mest diverse which goes to a member or members who 
shows ewerF most effectively use this annua! event to 
promote the2 own iibraries and the ~rofes- 
what will work and what is right, and if WP / Iw i ld~  fre~eiltitti~n sion. The winning cganization was %gh- 
are patient and w2icg to pian and prepre One highlight of 5x knnua! Business smith CompanyY Inc. located in FoZ Akin- 
for t5e long term ratner that the shcfi-term Meeting was t2e recognition of numerous son, Wt. Genevieve Mecheriy was on hand 
hture, then our work wig be crowned with mezbers of 5 ~ e  profession for tiieir conclri- to accept the award on behaif of the libraiy. 
success. Of that I am cerwic. butions to special iibr2rianshi~ as weIi as Foiiowing this, the 5ve %A members 
This vision and p!an for the S'LA person- the association, The fxst presenta3on was <kit were selected to paZicipate k the SLW 
ifies to me what is calied "bormdarykss the recognition c:' new Feliws cf tke Sge- Diversity LeadersZp Development Prograrr: 
behavllor" .... applauding an obsession with cial Libraries Associa5oa. This hancr wzs were acnoucced. This progax is adminis- 
measilring, analyzing: ixproving, and ccn- created to recognize individuals w5o are at rered by the SLA Affkmativa Action Cos- 
trolling every process ic the workplace as or near tt?e mid-point of an active prdes- &:ee and spcxored by EBSC8. 
The program aims to encourage the par- 
ticipation of  embers of diverse back- 
grounds in association operations by pair- 
ing ther: wkh experienced SLA members 
who serve as mentors. The five winners 
and their mentors were: 
Barbara Akiwole, mentored by Bar- 
bara Best-Nxhols. 
Kkdy YuSle, mentored by Peter Moon. 
Andrea Greer, mentored by Douglas 
Hambley. 
Vinita Singh, xentored by Joan Gervino. 
* Stephanie ToIscn, mentored by Glen 
Hoit. 
Awards Baaqeret 
This year's awards banquet honored 
members and nonmembers whose accom- 
plishments oc behalf of the association and 
special libraries have made a contribution 
to their organizations, ow association, and 
to the profession. The program began by 
honoring SLA. Contributors and new Legacy 
Club menbers. The first category was the 
Presidem's Circle recognizing those who 
have contributed $10,000 or more. Recog- 
nition went to zhree companies including 
Knight-Ridder Information, the H.U7. WiI- 
son Company, wid LEXIS-NEXIS. 
The second category of giving is Bene- 
factor. Judith Schott of Readmore Im. ac- 
cepted a gift for Readmore for their gracious 
support of tne association. 
Xext, the new Legacy Club members 
were annou~xd .  This special group was 
created to recognize individuals who make 
a financial commitment to SLA's future 
through wiIls, real estate, insurance retire- 
ment, and other iong-term giving instru- 
ments, New Legacy Clu5 members include: 
Margaret Downey, Judith J. Field, Dorothy 
McGarry, and Gq St. Clair. 
Next was d?e announcement of the re- 
cipients of t5e SLA scholarships. Ths  year 
the association is distributing $6,000 schol- 
arships 63 three individuals pursuing de- 
grees in library and information science. 
The three recipients of the SLA scholzships 
were: Carobr: Edds, Janette Lawrence, and 
Morgan Tucker. 
The Af6rrrative Actioa Scholarship for 
$6000 was also announced. This scholar- 
ship is granted to a member of a minority 
group f o ~  graduate study in librarianship 
leading to a master's degree at a recognized 
Laurie Stackpole displays the Information Today Award for innovations in Technology that 
she was presented at the Annual Business Meeting. 
school of libraiy or information science. was awarded posthumously to Cathy Jones. 
This year's winner was Julia Leggett. Her husband, Tom Jones, was on hand LO 
The Mary Hdeline Connor Scholarship accept the award on her behalf. 
for Professional Development offers an At the close af the award's presentation, 
award of $6000 for a post M.L.S. certificate SLA President Sylvia Piggott presented the 
or degree in any subject area. This year's silver chain of office to 1997198 association 
w m e r  was Mary Nelson. President Judith J. Field The silver chain of 
The next award was sponsored by the office is symbolic of the link between librar- 
H.W. Wilson Company-publisher of quality ians of all nations. Attached to the chain 
indices and reference books since 1898. are silver dollars, representing the interna- 
The H.W. Wilson Ccmpany Award is given tional understanding and cooperation 
to the author of the most outstanding arti- among our members, located in more than 
cle published in SLA's former quarterly 60 countries around the world. 
journal, Special Librdnes, This year the 
award was won by Gwen Haxis and Joanne Division and Caucus Programs 
Marshd for their article published in the 
Summer 1996 issue titled, "Building a Advertising & Marketing Division 
Model Business Case: Current Awareness by Marie Conneily 
Service in a Spzcial Library." Each winner Monday opened with co-sponsored pro- 
received a certificate of merit and a check grams. One with the Education Division 
for $500. featured panelists Daniel Atkins of the Uni- 
Following this, Mary Bean and John versity of Michigan and James Neal from 
Marcus were presented with the President's The John Hopkins University Library dis- 
Award for their efforts in providing the cussing the new information professional. 
"INFO 96" infornation booth during the A second program, co-sponsored with Li- 
Democratic National Convention in Chicago brary Management Division's Consultant 
last summer. section, presented a panel discussion on the 
The next award was the John Cotton 'how-tos" of marketing. 
Dana Award. This prestigious award is giv- Jeff Bezos, founder and head of 
en to tile SLA member or members in rec- Amazon.com spoke Mcnday afternoon, 
ognition of excepliond service to special li- highlighting the story of Arnazon.com 
brarianship. Sally Wimt and Chuck Finner- and reinforcing the importance of custom- 
ty were this year's winners. er service. 
The final award of the evening was the Tuesday's lunch and annual business 
Hall of Fame award. This year, the honor meeting introduced those present to the 
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division's award winners. ?he First Time At- 
tendee Award was presented to Ellen Crum- 
ley who stildied for her M.L.S. at Dalhouise 
University in Wa!ifau, Kova Scotia. The di- 
vision presented arady Leyser of Young 6r 
Rubicam, Toronto, its Awxd of Merit for 
his outstanding work in editing What's 
New in AdverCIsing dt i"dai-keting, a division 
pub'tication. 
Afternoon sessions featured a discus- 
sion of tkie experiences of practitioners 
who've starred a library from scratch and 
the annual "How Do you Practice" session 
moderated by Roberta Piccoli of J. Walter 
Thompson, Chicago. Professor John White- 
hall-Ward of the Un~versity of Washington 
presented the day's finai program, "Easics 
of Graphic Design" using a slide presenta- 
tion to illustrate the fundamentals of graph- 
ic design and explain tile elements contrib- 
uting to good design. 
"Best of the Web,'' featxed comments on 
best Web sites fron; the sponsoring divisions 
speakers, representing the Business 6r Fi- 
nance, Legal. News and Advertisirg & Mar- 
keting Divisions. If you didn't attend, check 
out w~w.~.com'extras/sla.hm for a listins 
of and links to the We3 sites discussed. 
On Thursday, Bob Herbold, executive 
vice president Q chief operating officer of 
Microsoft, spoke to the group on the mar- 
keting and branding efforts behind tile Mi- 
crosoft brand. Linda Leste, marketing com- 
munication manager, followed with a pre- 
sentation on internet Advertising. After 
lunch, Bob Bejan, executive producer, MSN. 
spoke aboui MSN. A tour of the Microsoft 
Museum and iibrary capped off the visit. 
ChmFsrtty Dfvidorr 
by Sandy PIisth 
The Chemistry Division began several 
new initiatives in 4999. The first was to 
add a conference planner position to off 
load some of the conference responsibility 
from the chair. The first planner, Xarilyz 
Dunker, is preparing for the Indianapolis 
conference. The seco~d initiative was to be- 
gin a strategic plan under comrittee chair- 
person, Tina Chrzastowski. Tina is current& 
soliciting ideas. The Enai p!an wiIi be voted 
on next Jurie. A third iqportant accomplish- 
ment is the launching of a division Web 
page, under Webmaster Susanne Redalje, 
which she will continue to develop in the 
corning year. 
This yea: the division offered a half day 
CE course on "Teaching Cheni;d informa- 
tion" to help meet the demand for more 
training. It was weIi received, and we z e  
considering offering it again. The division 
helped sponsor two program on perennid 
topic of serials, the Exst on pricing and the 
second on directions collection development. 
We had a busy schedule for the conference, 
inchding "Chemical, Metals, and Makrids 
lnfomation on the internet;" "Electronic 
Notebooks; " '.Academic Roundtable;" "Toxi- 
co'iogy Roundtable, Indoor Air Quality;" the 
fasckiating ?acific Science Center Receptio~; 
and three vendor updates. 
Our new chair, Xoger Beckman from the 
University of Indiana, e~thusiastically took 
the reins of pmer at the arnual breakfast 
meeting. The division's chair-elect is EIien 
Mimnaugh of Chemical Abstracts, and the 
new secretary is Jim Oliver from Michigan 
State University, 
E T S ~ ~ ~ P ~ E ~ C P ~ P T ~  Divi.&~ 
by Charles Lord 
Engineering Division program inciud- 
ed discussions on internet resources, vir- 
a a l  reality and life in the L1p~~t-web 
world." Informa-tion management and ser- 
vice iswes covered serials collectio',on devel- 
opment, geographic information systems: 
standards, vendor updates, and delivering 
information to engineers in a fragzented 
information world. 
Dr. Edward Wenk spoke or, "Beyond In- 
formation: Coping with Technoiogy j . ~  the 
2lst  Century'' Dr. Wenk shared with the 
acdience three iessons on providing infor- 
mation and research services he learned 
while working for the Congressiona Re- 
search Services, " (4)  a mandate to engen- 
der confidence in iqtegrity of the ~)roduct, 
its quality and objectivity, the honoring of 
truth, (2) fne need to provide information 
and anaiysis on context as well as content, 
and (3) the awareness that infcrmation 
must be trarlsforrned to knowledge and 
then to cnderstandicg in terms ehzt the cli- 
ect a n  appreciate and utiiize." He conclud- 
ed his presentation by challenging librari- 
ans and kfomation specialists as the pro- 
fession which has by virtue cf preparation; 
tradition expertise and commitment to ser- 
vice to actively rise io the moderr: dkilleng- 
es presented in t l e  management and con- 
trol information in the tedmo'togid world. 
This was the f ist  year that the Aerospace 
Section was 2 part of the Engineering Divi- 
sion, h highlight for Aerospace nembers 
was the b c r  on Thursday. E V ~ V Q E ~  enjoyed 
the visit to the factory where the 977, 757, 
and 747 are manufactured. The 90-minute 
tour was followed by ianch at ivafs Sdmon 
House, decorated with Northwest Native 
American art and featuring a beailtifrJ view 
of Lake Ucion and downtowin Seattle be- 
yond. The tour concluded with a visit XI h e  
Boeing Technical Libraii in Renton, where 
Corinne Campbell md s k !  rnex%ers pre- 
sented an overview of libray sexices m d  
new ventures. 
Coming in Fall 1998..  
Announcing a new major 
reference work from 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
Editor-in-Chief: 
PAUL VON RAG* 
SCHLEYER, 
University o f  
Georgia, Athens 
Editorial Board: 
Norman L. Allinger, 
University of Georgia, 
H. Fritz Schaeffer III, University of Georgia, Athens, USA; SPECIAL m m s  
Peter Kollman, University of Caljfornia, San Francisco, USA 
, Editor Paul Rague Schieyer and 
Computational chemistry is the use of computers to solve editorial board members Lou Allinger 
chemical problems whlch could not be solved or would be and Fritz Schaefer initiated the field 
difficult to solve using experimental methods. It originates from cOmputational in 1970 
physical and theoretical chemistry and has become a discipline Includes contributions from more 
in its own right. Inorganic chemists calculate and simulate than 300 leading computational 
complicated coordination compounds and clusters, organic chemists 
chemists forecast new synthetic pathways and reaction mecha- Describes both computational 
nisms, biochemists simulate molecular recognition of enzymes methods and important applications 
and substrates and chemical engineers develop new catalysts. Reference lists contains not only 
extensive traditional material but 
It is the most up-dated, complete and also FTP and H T T P  sites and similar 
authoritative reference on the subject. entries to electronic sources 
In its relatively short history, computational chemistry has 
become one of the mainstays of modern industrial and academic 
chemistry. The Encyclopedia of Computational Chemistv 
provides a comprehensive reference work for the many aspects 
of this young and fascinating discipline. ECC will be aimed at 
both computational chemists and experimental chemists who 
are ether occasional users of computational methods or need 
background on computational techniques and applications. 
Classic encyclopedia format makes 
this reference accessible to specialists. 
students and practitioners in a wide 
field of chemical applications 
Over 500 illustrations throughout 
the encyclopedia will show the 
reader the MI potential of the 
methods described. 
Five Volume Set approx. 3,500 pp. 0-471-96588-X Available through your vendor~ 
Pre-Publication Price: $2,100 
$2,500 after 
~ W I L E Y  TWdi.rhsrs Since 1807 
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Eavimnmsnt L Resource Fsad, &ficud%u~ & Update on the Americacs with Eisabili- 
Marragemerrf Dirdiisi~rn &absr%rPOisn Dhrisfa~a ties Act: What you Weed to &row to be 
by Judy Buys by Heather K, Nioberfy Repared for upcoxing litigation; 
This was the first yeax of the Forestry T5e Food, AgicuI&re Q Xutrition Xvi- * Promoting Understanding of the Hu- 
and Forest Products section, acd in their sion. (FAN) celebrated its 25th anniversary man Genome Project: Social; Ethical 
first business meeting, a chair was seiect- at 'Lye conference in Seatilie with a cham- and Poiicy Issues; 
ed, many program ideas were produced, pagne reception attended by more 5b.n 5G Suwiving Eownsizing and O~tsourcing: 
and several projects were discussed. The members. Strategies and Case Studies. 
section was formed to increase visibility The "Food for Cre Web" progrm featured. Barbara Booth ome a g z i  presented her 
for librarians in forestry libraries and wzys FAY zembers Sce Williirlson and L q 7  bi@y snccessfd CE muse  on iqdexhg a d  
to advertise the section to those iibrariacs Himelfarb shxing thck exFeriences in, zeat- .t- abstractkg for k:-house daGbases, Other 
were also ciscnssed. "'International Forest- k g  a ccrpc:ate Web preseme~ 21x "Nutraceu- hi.@@rlts hcluded the presentztkx of the di- 
ry Library and Information Organizations: l i d s "  grogram, cc-sponsored with the Phar- vision's anua i  schoixship award to Jod 
What is IUFf,O?" was Gle first program for maceu&d arid Health Techi;nobggi Division, Scheuer x d  a demonstration of the ksur- 
the new sectioa, and mcderators Deborah disc~ssed foods that m y  provide a medical a x e  Periodicals hdex on CD-RGM a: ti?e EX-  
Sommer and Ginger Broivn were able to ad he&,, >e~efit beyond bask n:,v;MMo~. ncd P I  3dexers' Meet&. Division nembers 
disentangle the IUFRO sections and divi- "EIecEoeic La3oratory Xotebooks," co-spon- regdarly index m d  abszact over 4@ jourr:As 
sions and offer help on finding 'IUFRO - sored with the Cher2sc-j Di;iision and Fhz- tc produce tl::is iy~niq~e xzde a~ia.2- 
p~blications. Tihey also described Silvavoc; maceutical and Heaifn Technolog Eivison, 2% by NILS 3,biishing Company. 
a clearinghouse of mraltilinguai forest ter- q x k x d  the audience rn tize latest iq scientif- The division's last even: as a fascinating 
minclogy. The IUFRO hoxe page is http:/l ic hardw;~reisof?mre~ and regulatory aspects tour ~f SAFECO Icsuracce Company's art 
infro.boku.ac.atliufro. of elearonic Iaboratcry notebooks. Tlie Na- collectim Thanks to Kimberly Anicker, 
"!nformaiioa for Sustainable Develop- 50nd Agici;L:x& Likzy and the 2ni"LeE. SAFECO librarian, we were treated ";s! the 
rnent: A Focus an Environment and 1nd.w- States rl\grLcul&rd tlnfomation Netwcdi up- tour an2 GCk by $lie Ande'erscn, the collec- 
try" was presented to a packed acdience dates provjded i b m a t i o n  abwt the iatest tion's cura~or. 
and oatlined how to End envirocmental ir,- initiatives from Liese organizations. 
for~ation on developing coantries and the The Associates of the National Agriczl- M@OaP;Hs#Matcsials DiuEan 
role UNCEC information centers play in &rai Library luncheon feamed Graham bygrhtricia Cmmi 
supp ly~g  information about and to devei- Rer:, tdevision's "Gagoping Gourmet," He Re MetAs/Materiais Xvision partkipat- 
oping countries. spoke about his woivirig involvement wiCr ed ic four programs a d  'Lhree events at ',he 
"Geographic Information Sjstems acd healthfd ii?es~le changes including e a d y  88th P ~ m m I  Conference in SeatCe. 'Themi- 
Data Issues for Specid Libraries" was pre- . prepared low-fat cuisine and support of cai, Metal m d  Materials Resources on <?e 
sented by Nancy Tcsta, Melissa Lamant? - sustain~bk agricu3se. Internet" was a standing room o~2y session. 
and Linda Zellmer. Tosta reviewed who prc- The 1997 FAX Distin@ished Member G:ace Baysinger of S'mford University pre- 
&xes and needs geospatia1 data (Federal award ivas presented to Amy L. Paster. a sented a fist of sites for ske&m~. %=I 
agencies, state government, county govern- FAX member since 1987. She has been in- VJorthirlgton of Sam&' m d  E~ghCChg 
ment among others), fonr trends in GIS strumenrai in the M i n d  the scenes work- ~\I~NJQP.& News presented a more h-depth 
(decreasing costs of technology, increasing ings of the Civision. FA3 also thanked 3% look at severid mzteriais sites including the 
networking, increasing need for integrating going Ckir  Susan Shepherd and long ?:me Geopoiyxer 31stituk of France, NASA Tech 
data, and more standards), aqd seven daQ . Food For Thought editor Liiian Mesner f ~ r  Xepcrt server, and the VisuItzations in Ma- 
issues {expemive to manage, hard to find, their dedcztion and. imii YJO:~, %rials site. "Contemporay Collectim Devd- 
difficult to access, nct mrrent, not docu- opment" deait with serig issties h mrporate 
manted, differing forzats, incomplete). IE ~ B R I D ~ Z R C ~  & E m p l ~ y e ~  and academic iibwries. Katherine Jurrris-k and 
response to a11 this, tke federal government Bsnediff Dllsiad~n Thea VJelsh from 3M discxssed thek serid 
in partnership with states developed the by kt& Grande coliection development prccess. They con- 
National Spatial D a s  In5astructure and Thk year mxked t5e 75th annive:sa;.y duX a journai review process that inckdes 
&rough it the Federal Geogmphic EaQ of the insurance and E~pioyee Sene% Di- ioo%cg at serids with mitipie ccpies, st& 
Committee (FGDC; which in turn was vision. Merkers celebrated tf:e happy ocm- . scriptions Gver $400, and a jocrnd uszge 
tasked wit;? developing standards for types s im at t3e annual Cocference LT Seattile, sumy. '&a Ghrzastowski from Lx Univer- 
of data, From a2 this has come FGDC stan- Civisicn progmxmiqg induded a Iively sity of TErzis presented the nsaits of ?m 
dards and G2e National Geaspatia! Data presentztioa ~ J J J  Bob Alexander, Presiderz of s u ~ e y s  of miversiq canceIIations of ss5- 
Uearinghouse where many dzta prodxers American kternationd Pxific insurance scripiocs. The surveys covered which: s f& 
are sxbmitting metadata. Futme GI§ ~ ~ j ~ r k  Company on trends in the proper"y/casuaZy scSptions were being mceied, ovedap of 
wiii be most important on the neighborhood insurance industry, zs we3 as these joint canceilations arngr~g univers3es a d  which 
to regional lwei. Frograms wi',iz 3<?er ajvisio~s: subject m a s  were r~os t  zffected by mceila- 
$0 Information Outloah 8 Rugust 1457 
5.ons.   ad ET:& fron: l.ouisiana State Uni- P h y $ i c J - ~ ~ i g ~ ~ 8 ~ m y - ~ a % h ~ l a t i 6 5  Librarians" was sgonsored 3y Editions Tech- 
versify presented an dgorithxi for deciding D3~3diitm nip. juiie Lemerocd or" Exxon Production Re- 
which seriais to gncei. by Joanne Goode search Company described how a wall- 
The creation of a MetalsiMateriak Web The Physics-Astronomy-Mafnematics Di- mounted dkectoy of library saff members 
site vras discussed at tbe breakfast meeting, vision (PAM), celebrating cur 25th Anciver- helps c3ents. Kathiv Kern of BT Bank of 
 AD.^ members interested in working on the s ~ y  this yez" sponsored five roundtable Canada told how she emphasizes product 
site are 3 ~cntact Suzanne Weiner cliscussion groups, held three open houses, pality and cilstomer szisfaccn. Kimberly 
(stweiner@xit.e&~). The Internal Web1 2nd co-sponsored fou  programs with other Men of M C  "I~cnmunications Corporation 
intranet sessior: presented a panel of speak- divisions. One cf our open houses was held described her librarj as "newofklICI Li- 
ers discusshig tk;eir experiences wih  at the Physics-Astronony Library at the brary (xi;: Phoenix from the Ashes." 
intranet deveicpment. The Pacific Science University of Wash:r:gon. Another highlight Reva Bzsch's presentation, "Online Re- 
Center receptioi: offered interactive, Rands- was tile presentation of our new division search in the Age of the U7eb," was spon- 
on exh3its for zttendees. Finally, the Docu- award recognii~g members for special con- sored by API Encompass. Basch shared her 
men', Delivery cptions session included tributions to the fields of Physics. Astrono- experiences in writing her latest book, Se- 
speakers 2cm EixcoDcc, Canadian Institzte my, and Mathena;icd Librarianship as we5 crets ojf the Super Net Searchen, as well as 
for Science 2nd Tec'ecilnical Information (*CIS- as service to t i le PAM 3ivision. The award tips from the experts she interviewed. 
TI), Linda Eaii Library, and Uncover. was presented 'lo Marlene C u m i s ,  EUen Frank Lopez, Chemon Research and 
Boutoc, Swah Stevens-byburn, and Jack Techology Co., moderzted the contributed 
~&,W@~F;S &%$ & Weigei. We dso recognized Jack as one of papers session. Mary .Ann Eoraberger of 
Humnities DB~hisw tke original founders of the PAM Division. Chevror, Services Co. described training cli- 
by Susanne Pheips The "PAM Wide Roundtable," covered ents to use the World Wide Web. Sharon 
The !vk~seum, Wt & Humanities C.ivi- issues of interest fox ZH division menbers. Modrick of Chevron Xesearch and Technol- 
jion ( M M j  spent Wednesday akernoon at The "Vendor Update Romdtabie" was a ogy Co. uses strategic business caiis to in- 
Lie Seaadiie A& !vkseux dor,vnto~m. guided panel discussioiz iizvolving representatives vestigate h fc r~a t ion  needs cf her library's 
&rough Seattle ~Mects an@ part of the Asian from PAM related publishers. dients. Xenia Stanford of Corpora- 
and iL70r:hwest co3ixtions by two knowledge- Each of the disciplines represented by tion described the rethinking of information 
able docents. Ekabeth Dasota presentei the FhZil held a roundtabie session. Dismssion services and the design of a new organiza- 
Ccnweux library tc our group of visiting ii- fomsed heavgy ccn the issues of serial costs, tion to deliver them. 
bra~ans. The 'fiwday visk to tke Muse~m eiectrmic journal p~bkation,  and document Ir: "The information Resoace Audit: 
of 303 im in Ekfievae proved that dolls trace delivery trends within the publishing arena First Step to the Knowledge Advantage," 
tke history of m a y  cuitxres, including many specific tc the discipline. The Computer Sci- Ronald F. Pe~ers aid the audit can begin in 
of our O T ~  personal histories. ence 3-oundtable, co-sponsored by Sci-Txh, a p m  of 'Lye orgmization with the support 
Sandi Itin, !&4H member: s p o ~ e  about aiso addressed these tcpics. M of the ses- of a senior perscn, 5len link to the next 
being a pbIished a ~ t h c r  (15 books!:) and sions invohed perspectives from librarians section of <!e organlzaticn. The remit is 
a !ibraian at the divisior,'~ annual Bock and publishers. A mathematician from LYJ improved connec'Liocn of the library with the 
and Author Lucckeon. was irvited to the Mathematics Row&tble organization's knowledge workers. Gulf 
tarry Krelsman, Seatlle architectural to lend ye6 another view. Publishing Co. sponsored the session. 
historian and xember or" the Seattle Archi- The division co-sponsored 3vo addition- A highlight of the annual business 
tecCm1 Foxadation presented 25 energetic a1 programs: "Serials Pricing" and "Contem- meeting was CIe presentation of PER'S Stu- 
%A members with examples of Seattle's porary Collection De:ielopment" and joined dent Award to Melanie Brwner of Wayne 
historj ihrougl: arclzitec5x-e by merely with a group of divisions in hosting a re- State Exiversi?y. 
walking 12s 29 and dcwn the meets 2nd ception at the Pacific Science Center. 
b-didings in central Seattle. Sciiense-%c&nsEqy Dlrrisi~n 
Just how can we preserve the record? Pc$&easn & E w q y  by Sandy ~ o f t z  
K?at part of oar cuhre  which may not be Re~aaree5 D i v i ~ i o ~  "Patents in Engineering and Science: 
safe even thocgh it is in libraries or muse- by Edna Pautson Conducting a Thorough Patent Search" was 
urns and List pa?: which is s t 3  in Grand- The Faxon Coxpany, Inc., sponsored a presented Sundajj. T3e instructor, Lucille 1. 
ma's attic. Wiiliam Wi:h.hc, Srnithsonian presentation by Robert j. Beck of the Oil & Brown of L p  international: introduced the 
Instimion and JoAn Segai, Women of the Gas/eumaL In "Thc Energy Bridge into t!ti?e class to the patenting processes in the E.S. 
West Museum ,spoke fo this issue. Effort 2lst Cenmry." Beck explained econcrric and Europe. She tiyen moved i ~ t o  an exarri- 
and poiiticd action are essentid for contin- forecasting and suggested the future holds naiion of the various sorirces for patent in- 
iaation 3f ocr current cultural institutions increased consumption of energy worldwide, formation a l~d  the best way to utilize each 
such as CLize Snithscriiaa. Money, effort, hcreaslrg carboll emissions; and placing ocf source fdly. 
and political a.bicn are required to begin - economic value or: the environment. "Serials Pricing: Panel Discussion" on 
new museums such as 3f the West. ''V 
 he Good Kews-Success Stories for Monday featured Rick Gaviorno from ACS 
%tlblications wko spoke on aE American prcwide dectrcnic resouxes and comm-mi- Aseogiagisw %w$k8smot'ion 
Chemical Society (ACS) eiectronic journds cation avenues to a iarge cumber of crgani- %mfi$~% Gwtu% 
to be availabie by January 1998. Pricing for zations as weU as to the people of the Seat- by~oyee ee~4cm-m 
ACS joxmais are dictated predominantk~ by tle area. John Chanejj and Charles Payton As it began its second year, the Associa- 
editorid costs (70-80 percent) and paper described the enormity of the task of writ- tion information Services Caucus offered 
and pricthg costs (20-30 percent j. ing within a Iocal government to acquire the prod~ctive and well azended meetings at 
The Academic Sci-TeL! Librarians necessary hxdxbiare and expe;;tise tc extend :he annual coriventioc. The cwcus, w-ith 
Roundtable moderated by Locke 1. Morissey a coordinat:ng effcs to nei@borhcod <?e co-sponsorship of the 2 a n s p s a t i o ~  
and C. Anne %rhoiiow was v ~ i l  acended goups. Division the support of Er~gneering In- 
this year. Ttvo najor topics were dis- At our P m u d  Business Meeting we formation, held its roundtable meeting 
cussed-eiectronk journals and Web pages. csngamkited ourseives on the adoption of Monday, june 9. Later the sane day the 
it was generally fe? &at dectronic jourcals our handsome new divisional logo$ wi-iich "Second Annu& Reception and Tea" was 
present many technical and managerials comes just in t i m  for the celebration of our sponsored by G2ie Research. 
problems and m a ~ y  3brarians decided ',o 75th Pmiiversary next year in icdianapo- At the roundtabie, members facilitated 
wait wK3 their subscriptions untii p b l e m s  lis-an everit that we're very excited about. disccssions on topics specificagy rej.zting to 
with pu5lishers can be resoived. the associatior: envkonment. Facilitators 
Thomas Fumess, founder of Ck ~ u m z r ;  $&a Librarians Di~ i~ i tm and topics were: Joar: Gervino, Amelican 
kterhce Technology Lakntory, presented by Rhea Austin Bankers Associadoc, 'Web Management"; 
a.n exciting overview of the capabilities of The Solo Librarians Eivision sponsored Sharon Levy, National Midlife Federatior,, 
the vizuai world at tke University of :.ask- seven programs and was the lead division "Servkg SStaf?'"';hristine Wek, National 
ington, in Wednesda.y's program, " V i ~ ~ a l  for five of them. "integrating internet Re- Associatioa of Chin Dnrg Stores, "Generat- 
Rearity: Extending the Limits of H ~ m a n  Ca- sources" was over%owing. For thsse who ing Revenue"; Deborzh Smith -Cohen, 
gabgties." Toni Emersoa, librarian at tlx missed it or would iike _reminders of the America Society of AssociaEion Execn- 
HIT tab,  discussed the vimal challenges content, one of foe speakers, Terry Chad- 'Lves, i'Ethical 32emmas"; Phollyne Ficnor- 
for a e  librarian. The presenters focased on wick, has put her iiotes on Lie Web at Forte, Association for Infcrmation and im- 
the deveiopme2t of :he three-dimensional http:il~~~r~~~*~.tbchad.zom an  will include zge Management, "Crgnizationai Gilange"; 
world for the PC. the notes of the other speaker, Jan Tudor. &ren Mzk, American Health Care Associ- 
Three speakers, Kimberly Men,  Kathryn atioa; "Copyrig??'; joyce Koeneman, Asso- 
f @&i &fe&est? Division Kern, and Daiiie Petit spoke about "Suc- ciation of American Raiiroads, "Bench- 
by Judith Fortson cess Stories ?or Solos" with excellent idem marking"; and joan Long American Chemi- 
"Meet the Social Science Division" intro- for implementing good practices into oi;r cal Scciety, "Arckiiies". 
duced new and prospective members to C x  iibraries. Guy St. Ciair f&wed this theme Christine Klein, National Associa5on cf 
peogle and wofk of fhe division in another With his speech on "Fvven?y-fi.ie Years of Ci-ian D z g  Stores wiii Eke over as conven- 
friendly setting, Three of our more sea- Successful Solo Librariaxship." n7e co- er in January 1998. The caxus  has 77 
soned members talked about &eir o m  in- sponsored "Stzrticg ?em Scratch" with the members. 
$4-:*, e; LL:~~~lor,aI iesponsibiEks, giving everyone A&ve:ier;ising B Marketing Division in which 
a fascimting glimpse of &e divasity- of in- five pioneering librarians discussed the &%&# C C ~ ~ C @ %  
Brests and experience found in SOC, challenges and rewards in establishing a by Jeff Lambeft 
C- ine Social Science Division sponsored new information center. In "Partnering Bver frfty basebd fans (includi2g zany 
eight program sessions in Seattle, ccvedng with Vendors," two vendors (Gale and EB- caucus members) &me2 ont fz the 5K2 ax- 
a wide range of topics. T ra  sessioas for SC3) and a practising librariac, EIien Lp- 2x21 SLA Basebali Caucus meeting on Mon- 
which were were sole sponsor are especiai- toc, tcid how we can help each o k r  do day! june 8, k Seattle. Jk. O'Donnell, profes- 
f ; ~  notabie. The first, "DigiEl Zbraries: our jobs better. WWe also co-sponsored sor of literature at Edmonds C o ~ ~ m n i t y  Coi- 
Costs and Eenefks," attracted a sizable au- "Eocu;~ent i3eiivery Optiocs" with the iege md member of SA3R (Society of Amr- 
dience who came to hear three distin- Metah B Materids Division, wit5 CARL, iem Baseball Research), captivated his aid&- 
s i s h e d  speakers-Andrea Sevetson, john EESCO, and CISTI describing their sewices. ence with 8.x entertaining slide presentation 
Bber, acd Ellen Meserow Sauer-ta!k Mary %en BaZs provided good advice on on the history of baseM through literatme. 
about purchasing access to eiectrcnic re- v,ri?ec, wi?y, m d  how tc Use "!nfornation He used slides of book covers and related 
sources, converting resources to elecfronic Brokers" to our m t u a i  advz.ntage. The 8- baseba; su'ajects, focusing on? Ac'Lisn, poetry; 
formats: and engneering new tocis to . nai Executk Board Meetiilg spent ha: drama: and cMdren's literaare from f ie  
sear& and retrieve the content cf digitized hours in ~lanning for a successful 97-98 1853s 10 present. During Z s  questiordan- 
collections. yeas and coavention ir, Indianapolis. We swer sessioiz, he made mxerous :eferences 
The second session, "Expanding Bur aiso !eft time far sociaking with a conti- ILQ An2-y McCue's, 3mebaii b~ the Book: A 
Audience," brought to us two Seattle locals neatal breakfast, Sook signing party for Hkt9,77 and CgrnpIet_a Bib!n'og&7pI$ @Bme- 
who are actively involved in an effort to Judy Siess, acd <?e dessert paw.  ball Fictibn. You nay contact jim at 
We at N E W  take our hats off to the corporate librarian - the 
Atlas of the business world. Every day you do the impossible, with 
continually declining resources and staff. 
As a library resource and enhancement servke, RERAC strives to 
make your job easier, because your skills a ~ d  expertise and the 
way you do your job can't be replaced. But we can help make your 
job easier - boost your productivity - ofter, in high profile ways. 
For example, our customized, free Inside TrackB table of contents 
(TOC) service lets you save precious dollarj off costly journal 
subscriptions while saving time. Your 
engineers and scientists stay well 
informed on importmt 
developments in their target areas, 
and you contain costs! 
Want to learn more? Call today! 
One Technology Drive, Tolland, Connecticut 06084 
Phone: (860) 872-7000 Fax: (860) 875-1749 
Internet Address: http://ww.nerac.corn 
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jodonneZ@edcc.ctc.e&=r, if you have ques- &y ( ~ R B  L E S ~ ~ ~ W  G+UCMS "Virtxal Xeality: ExrLending the Limits of 
- -  tions and wish to discnss base'd iiterature. by nqer ~t~oiase numan Capabiiities," was co-sponsored 
While our second speaker Kevin Ik.1~2, The Gay and Lesbian Issues Czucns with sever& divisions and focused on 
director of Basebd Information for C3.e (5L:C) held a combined business meeting work being done by Thomas F-arness and 
Tacoma Rainers (the Seattie Mariners Triple and progaam attended 5y 3.3 geople, The Toni Emerson ar the University of Wash- 
A Minor League affiiate) was unable to at- program p o ~ o n  consisted bf an exce'ent ingon %man interface Technoiagy Zabo- 
tend due to a last minute scheduling con- siide presenztioc by two representatives of ratcry. Check out tki :  Web site at 
flict. His organization provided our proup Cie NcSkmst Lesbian ard Gay History u~mi.hitl.washir~@on.edu!. 
with basebax caps. At the Gose of the meet- Museum Project. The M~searm Project is Sandy lliloltz ictrodnced Greg Eea:, 
ing, we had door prizes to g s ~ e  out. [Taco- "...an organizaticr! vhich resexches, inter- avmd winning science fiction author and 
ma Rainers T-shirt, Seattle Mariners Cap, Frets and ccmxunicates the history of !es- Seattie resident. He led us through some 
and T-shirt.) Winners were Tery Dean, bian, gay, bisemal and tracsgecdered peo- thonghts on "Jcy 2nd Paaic in the Data- 
SchuyIer Cook, and Anne Jones. pie in ti7.e PaciEc Xozhv~es*i for the pnrpos- Bow Age." Xcticg tbzt the larges: distrib- 
Or! Thursday evening, 40 members of the es of s?ddy, education, a d  enjoymect." uted cetwork is the bacteria'; community, 
baseball caucus gathered and watched the Calms azendees were fascina~ed not o n 5  Greg referre6 to the h m a n  body as a 
Seattle Markers win a wiid game against the by the subject matter, k t  also by the pro- spaceship for Saeteria-ivaFXng pocis of 
Colorado Uckies 12-11, in the Kingdome. cess a.ed ciiaiienges of starthg acd main- informatjon aaatomy with structure and 
Many fnartlts to local cz~cus   ember Pamela taking such an axb!tions archive project capa3ility for the shaping c i  kno.u\rledge. 
Yorks, who provided caucus members with soley with volunteers. Thanks to John Al:z We a x  nct ar!geis according to Greg, we 
directions to tne Kingdome and kformation arid Rowan Fairgrove for arra~:ging 52s are bacferia-4uik to do differen:: tk~fngs, 
on sports musearms acd tours. grogam. These and o t k r  coaments provided a 
The business meeting por',icn wenr base for a live& discussion. 
D i w m  Bssugo Carasrrs smooth@. Co-conveners :or the cext two 
by Elsie OkoM conferences are Roger Strouse (roger. Inte~nationaii Hnfsrmtioau 
This is a caucus trying tc find its n i ck  strc-~se@lexis-cexis.cox;j and Gene 32.- Exchisage Caucus 
in the association. Its charge is tLO adiiress niienko :@danileniio@i;%ation.co~). Row- by Toni Powell 
issues acd concerns affecsng the diverse an Fairgrove wil mntinue to manage f ie  The 1nternationalInfo:m~tion Exchange 
populations involved in the information caucus' ?Web site ~http:!iZC5.Z25.66.2! Caucus cocvened on Monday, June 9;  
plofession, regaraess of sex, race, religious . -rowanf/SEAi@sIa.htmi). Gene is Iookkg 195.7, with 33 people attending t k  me&:- 
or other orientation. The ca:-trs has seen a into the creatior: of a aucus  tistser~, w%ch ing. The focus of 51s meeting was Q dis- 
dedine in membership as new caucus came would be hosted by SLA. It was decided by cass vv'kzt attendees expected ont of the 
into existence and took over issues <!at %e meeting agendees that c e d  year's meeting caucus Some attendees indicated they 
caucus originally dealt with. ivi3 be direccy foilowed by sn  oper, recep- . were interested in networking -,c: find 
Cespite the decline ir: membershi?, Di- "lion or party of scme sort. Caucus cc-con- sources for international information whije 
verse Issues Caucus has susf;\ined itself by veners will plan this event. r f ~ n  JLIIJ attendees were concerted abont 
joining forces with the Affirmatiiie Action heiping the infomation kwe  nos.  It was 
Coixmittee and ax the same time trying to es- Hpzkw~~t3~~ Fssturi&i Caucus a p e d  that bo5l groaps could be senred by 
tablish ar, identity of its ow:. Activities for hy Richard P, Hulser the caucus but the important ";i?ing was to 
t z s  association year inciude a joint program With more 'lIzan 76 people ir: attendance, commmicate. The discussim E?irepr, turned 
presentation with the Affirmative Action Convener Richard Huiser dedicate@ <!e to the iisr~enr~ ZEURSLA-L. 
Cornnittee, "Managing Diveversity in a ~~~a~ business meeting and discussion to Pad Many attendees felt that the listsew 
World: Can You Make a Difference?." n zvac Peters wiio was Executive Director of was misrxmed and not weil known by 
The cmcus heid a reception on the thexe the C ~ a ~ o n  for Networked Informaioc cauc:_as members. Rita Fisher volunteered 
"Diverse Issues I:zvoive Everyone." It wzs an m d  passed away sscddenly in November tc pcst the Iistserv aZ&ss on the mes- 
informal gathering for neworking and re- 1996. Pan! was noted as a true imagineer sage board so attendees couid sign up for 
cruitment of r!ew members. it was successhi and an inspirai-ion to 52e development sf it. Toni PowelI agreed to look icto moving 
in aEracting new members-members* in- the Informa5oc F u ~ r i s t s  Caucus. the iist to SLA (we were toid the currect 
creased from 22 in ApFi B 37 ic june. Mem- The caucus cc-sponsored two very weG Iistserv owner was 'iosking for a new 
bers were asked ro communicate issues of attended sessions in Sezttie. One was hone for it) and to give it a new name. 
concern to the convener. lnie piedged to ex- with the Engineering Division where Ed- The iis: will aiso 5e publicized and Edna 
plore the possibility of joint programs pre- ward Wer,k, Jr.; 3nisre;sity of Ffiashington Reid volunteered to ccntact our icterca- 
sentations with other committees and even- Professor Eme:itus cf E~:gi-ineericg, related - tional members absnt it if she could gee 
3 .  
tll;illy become self-sufficiext. Mem5e:s nls thoughts ir: a presectation titled '7%- . the e-mail addresses to do so. Toni Poweil 
pledged to ~7ork d u h g  the new associstion yond Information: Coping with Teci7.oiog-j will contact headquarters to see if we can 
year to be more visible and active. in the 2:lst Century," The othe: sessicn: get rhis information. 8 
Years a p ,  ocr library offered free 
searching on 3ialog to interest our users in 
a new and untried research method. One 
customer ~ h o  tcok us up on the offer was 
Dr. Smythe of the History Department. He 
was known as the world's livtng expert or: 
the life cf GenerA Black Jack Pershing and 
consequently had published a definitive bi- 
ography of Lie "Ynerd. 
Dr. Sx~ythe arrived at the appointed 
time, helped set np a search strategy, then 
challenged me to find that he 
hadn't aIrea6y uncovered about Genera; 
Pershi~g. The initial hit Iist of nearly two 
hundred item was quicIcIy reduced when 
he pointed out that he had read every issue 
of various journals in the field. We then re- 
duced it further by gezing rid of the articles 
he wrote or co-allthored. Finally, we got tile 
Iist down to 27 items. At that point, we 
looked z each citation. Dr. Smythe recog- 
nized former students and colleagues and 
adxitred he had read the all cf the 
articles ... uatil vie came to an intriguing title 
about General Pershing's cookbook. "Stop, 1 
r v a t  to look zt that one," he insisted. 
Excited, he to16 what he knew of the 
cook3ook story. Bridyly, when the United 
States government "IoaneE." Pershing to the 
governmeat of Peru to help train troops, he 
took dong his usual entowage-a chmf- 
few, a vdet. acd his personal cook. He 
found titat the army in Pem had low morale 
acd a high rate cf desertions, He specuiated 
the poor xrny chow was partiaity to blame. 
As a result, he ciGed upon his cook to devise 
;>f$cey &2m, f;,~;; pgc ; c 
Jscd posihbn. 'tC'itho'dt a strong financial 
base, this god wouid not be attainable. The 
Finance Comrnidee estabIished seven prin- 
ciples to ,vide their decisions and plans for 
long-term financial stability. f i e  commit- 
tee reviewed an exhmstive set of options 
which included both expense reductions 
and increased income. ?'lie committee also 
spent considerattie time balancing the vari- 
same recipes using iocd ingredients and and spread the word about this new tool to 
then got the govermeat to print a cookbook his skeptical colleagues. 
a ~ d  train their cooks. Thar, along with the The same thing is still happening to 
more ordinary training and discipline he . many of us. Even with the b7eb and search 
Even 81th the i i e b  a n d  search engines being lrsed h 
same still lonh in  ile laces and  assnne 
covered  the riel exhaustivelq until we are  able l o  clalle 
!hem, all t h e  @hi& de onstra t ing the basic principles of 
field aod provin that we a re  neede 
taught helped solve the desertion problem. engines being used by end-users, some stiU 
In due time, he was cded back to the L.S. look in the wrong places and assume they 
and co~tinued in his career. have covered the field exhaustively until we 
Kow, why was DL Smythe so excited? are able to challenge them, all the while 
Well. I-;e knew the outlines of the story, but demonstrating the basic principles of our 
had never actualIy seen a copy of the cook- field and prcving that we are needed and 
book. The authors of the article had located useful. 
it and be was able tc finally look at this elu- Have any of you interesting tales of help- 
sive publication-one of the few items he k g  unbelievers? Let me know and we can 
hadc't found in all his previous research. let our hard-pressed practitioners know. 8 
"'LzT,riy didn't F1 see this article myself?" 
he asked. "I read all the journaIs in the field 
regularly. Where was this printed?" by John Pie@ Piety is ussociate director 
It was in the Amencan Journal  home for learning resources, john Cawoll Univer- 
Economics. At fhat, Er. Smythe laughed. It sip, C1melmzd OH. For more infomahon 
was in a field he definitely didn't cover reg- on "Special Librarians, " or to contribule to 
ularly. And, in locati2g it, the worth of mas- the column, please contact Rety at: 1-216- 
sive databases ccver ing multiple fields was 397-1 706; fa: 1-2I6-Jg 7-4256; e-mail: 
proven. He became one of our regular users piey@jmuxa$u.edu. 
ous options in relztiaa ta SLA's dues versus 
non-dues income ratio with findings from 
membership surveys and the IRS examina- 
tion. The cornminee reduced expenditures 
where strategic priorities were not jeopar- 
dized as a routine firnction of the program 
planning and budgeting processes over the 
past three years. The committee, in examin- 
ing all income options, sought to narrow 
the gap in the dueslcon-dues ratio. After 
extensive analysis, the Finance Committee 
has developed the specific recommenda- 
tions of its Long-term financial plan. The 
items which have been sdected by the Fi- 
nance Committee as viable options for long- 
term income grown and stability are ex- 
pected to yield an overall additional income 
for each of the next five years. This logical 
long-range plan wil be phased in over the 
next five years. 8 
Language Essentials, and Ad- 
vanced HTML. For more infor- 
&%%? mation, contact Director, Profes- 
hotographs in a sional Development Valerie Tdy- 
Digital World" will be held Au- lor at: 1-202-234-4700, ext, 
gust 16-21 in Rochester, hY. 617; fax: 1-202-265-9317; e- 
For more information or a bro- mail: vaIerie@sla.org. 
chure, call 1-800-724-2536, 
ext. 327. Id 
& E q m  
Online World '97 Conference & 
The Board of Directors of Docu- Expo will be held September 15- 
mentation Abstracts, kc.  an- 17 in Washington, DC. For more 
nounces it will award an Infor- information, call 1-800-248- 
mation Science Abmacts Re- 8466 or visit Online W.'s Web 
search Grant of $1,500 in 1997. site at http:/hvww.onlineinc.comC 
The grant is awarded to one or olworld. 
more information professionals 
hosted by the Wisconsin Chap- 
ter of the Special Libraries As- 
sociation, will be held in Mil- 
waukee, WI, October 1-3. The 
theme of the conference is 
"Beacon to the 2lst Century." 
For more information. please 
contact Mary Jo Nansen, Great 
Lakes Regional Conference IV, 
P.O. Box 1403, Brookfield, Wl 
53008-1403; e-mail: mjh@ 
execpc.com; or visit their Web 
page at www.ut~.edulglrc. 
to conduct a research project 
oriented toward the study of the IR&~&& 
primary or secondary literature "Analytical Tools," a 
of information science. Appli- unit of SLA's Middle 
cants must send a completed ment Institute, will be 
application package by August held September 25-26 in 
31 outlining the scope and na- Washington, DC. For more in- 
turc of the proposed project, formation contact Valerie my- 6&kl 
providing evidence of an estab- lor at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 
lished methodology and a via- 61 7; fax: 1-202-265-93 17; e- 
ble research design. For more mail: valetie@sla.org. program, "Giving Users 
information, cor~tact Iudith What They Really WantlNeed," 
Watson at: 1-6 14-447-3662; $L Pf will be offered October 16. lndi- 
fax: 1-614-461 -7158; e-mail: Atlantic Health Sciences vidual registrations in select cit- 
jwatsonC$cas.org. Libraries annual conference ies and site regisuation in any 
will be held September 27-30 city in the U.S. or Canada is 
in Budington, VT. The theme available. For more infortna- 
is "Trail Guide to the Health tion, contact Director, Profes- 
&@w DioQw Information Eniironment." sional Development Valerie l2y- ZT~O~ Q@%@i For more information, iisit lor at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 
SLA and Pace Universi- their Web site at http:,'l 61 7; fax: 1-202-265-931 7; e- 
ty introducethree new vtmednet.org/dana/nahsll  mail:valeri~sla.org. 
interactive dlstawe iearning nahsl.htm, or e-mail NAM 
courses ro be offered Seprember SL978thyme.uvm.edu. f@%e1na%i@~38 f @%@kid 
8-October 12. Delivery format 
includes online instruction, dis- 
cussion groups, video, textbook, The international Chemical In- 
and handouts. Courses indude: formation Conference & Exhibi- 
The Seven Keys to Highly EFfec- tion wifl take place October 19- 
tive Web Sites, Creating Your The Great Lakes Re- 22 in Nirnes, France. For more 
Homepage: Hypertext Markup gional Conference IV, iinfarmafion, visit the Infonor- 
46 !nfonnation sunoa mg& 199s 
The Australian Library and In- 
formation Association (ALIA) 
will hold their Special, Health, 
and Law Librarians Conference 
in Perth, Western Australia Oc- 
tober 12-16. DetaiIs about the 
conference can be found on the 
home page http://edge97@ 
portia.rnurdoch.edu.au. 
tics Ltd. home page ak 
ww~v~infonortics.com. 
Schw2 f @ ~  S$ :~RF&~ 
C@n?~nw$@ 
Schoai fcr Scanning: Issues of 
Preservation and Access for Pa- 
per-Based Collections will be 
held November 3-5 in New Ybrk, 
W. The conference wiLi train 
participants in digital technoic- 
gy, fde formats, text and image 
scanning, metadata, digital pres- 
ervation, legal issues and more. 
For more information, contact 
Gay 3acy at 1-508-470-1010; 
fax: 1-508-475-6021; e-mail: 
tra~y@nedcc.org, 
For infomation management specialists 
seeking to achieve excelience in information 
delivery, three tnanagement concepts provide 
a perfect framework, Combining the basic 
principies of tot& quality management (TW) ,
quality infomation man3gement (QkM) , and 
the ideas put forward in S W s  Competencies 
for Special Libran'ans @the Z l ~ i  Century, cre- 
ates a solid fo~mdation for organizing and iin- 
plementing a superior information services 
operation. Linking TQM, QLM, and the SLA 
Competencies Statement positions the infor- 
mation operation a s  an organizational func- 
tional. unit that MTOT~IS-Q~~ which provides 
cnstomers with Zle information products, ser- 
vices, and ccrsultations 61ey require. 
Benchmark far Strategic 
Pe~armance Bmgwvement 
by Annette Gohlke 
Librarims face chdlenges on a daily basis 
that seem to be reaching volcanic proportions. 
P r e s s a s  have been increasing for p a r s  a s  
newer, better, faster technology impacts collec- 
tions, servkes, operations. As if technolo- 
gy isn't enougk the steam contihues to build 
as reengjneering, downsairig, and outsourcing 
proposals threat or bon?bar~ them. Librarians 
in all types of Iibraries are finding themselves 
in fhe positicn where they m s t  build a solid 
and effective case on how their library adds 
significan"ld1:e 31 the parent organizaticn. 
Xow is time Co grapple with the three E's-ef- 
fectiveness, efficiency, and economy. Bench- 
markiig is an excellent tool for Ifbrarims to 
use to see just how effective, efficient, and eco- 
no.mical their icforrnation senices operation is. 
Trcis concepts de gestion o3ent un cadre parfair 
ixx specidistes de gestion informatique recherchant 
I'exceEence au nivaa de la distribution des infor- 
mations. La combinaison des ?rincipes fondamen- 
taux de ia gestion glcibde de qudite (GGQj, de ia 
qualite de gestion informatique (QGI) et des id& 
mises en avant par la SLA dans Les CompCcences 
pour b<Xiothkai:es s?eciaux O:: XXI siecle, tree une 
fondation solide qui permet d'xganiser et de mettre 
a &cudon une operation superieure des senices 
informaziques. La iisisx entre GGQ, 9GI et la deca- 
ration de compCtences de ia S i a  met I'opkration in- 
fomatique dans ia position d'unite fonctionnelie 
d'organisation qui remplit sa fonction --celle de 
fournir a x  clients le3 prochits informatiques, les 
semices et les constI:ations don:. ils on: besoin. 
Faint ds xkfkrenca pour le 
pexfestfonnenent stratbgique de la 
performance 
par Annette Gohlke 
Tous les jours, ies bTXiothCcaires font face a des 
clefis qui semblent a:teLxke des proportions voka- 
niques. Depuis des zanies, les pressions se sont aug- 
mentkes a cause d'me nowelie et neilleure zechnolo- 
q e  $us effcace y ~ i  a5ec:e ie rasseInblement, Ies ser 
vlces e: les opC:ations. Conme si la techndogle ne 
suffiszic pas, la pression eontinue a monter en raison 
de reorganisation, r&lxtion d'effectifs et. 
I'epuisement des ressources qui representent une 
menace. Bibliothecaires de tous les domaines se re- 
crouvent dans une situation cu ils doivent demontrer 
comment ieur bibliothtque conzibue une vdeur sig- 
t..i3cat!ve a Borganisatior, mere. Le moment est vecu 
cu il faut s'attaper tcis E -- l'efficacite, 
l'efficacire du rendement et I'ecsnomie. Le poilt de 
reference constirue un oztil de travail excellent aux 
bibliothhcaires qui leur peme: de v6riier le de@ de 
I'eficacite, du rendenent et du facteur Cconomique de 
I'opCration du service infomatique qu'ils utilisent. 
Fara especialistzs a&ministrz&ores de la in- 
formaci6n qne buscar: aicanzar la excelencia en 
Ia distribucicr: de inforaacicn, tres conceptos en 
administraci6n propcionan un marco perfecto. 
Combinar 10s principios basicos de adminis- 
tracion de cagdad incegra (TQM), adminishacion 
de informaci6n de d i d a d  (Fa), e ideas presen- 
tadzs en Apk'hrdes para iss bibliotecanos eye- 
ciales del s @ ~  21 de la SM, crea una base maci- 
za para orgai:izx e inpiementar an  negocio so- 
bresaliente &e servicios informativos. Ggar 
TOM, OM, y la deciaracibn de aptir~des de ia 
SiA, siMa ei negocic de la infor~aci6n en una 
unidad fmcionai que ~ a r c h z  - una que propor- 
ciona a 10s ciientes con 10s p:oductos, servicios y 
msul tzs  de ia inforrnacijn que necesitan. 
Punts de referencia para ba mejaria 
deH fulncionamiento estratbgics 
por Annette Gohlke 
Diariamence, bibiiotemios se enkentan con 
desafios que parecen alciinzar proporciones vol- 
chicas. HECe aiios que aurnenta ia urgencia, a 
medida cue Ia tecndogia mas nueva , mejor, y 
mas rapida afecta las cokxciones, 10s servicios y 
los negocios. Corno si 12 tecnalogia no fuera sufi- 
ciente, el vapx contin-&a a elevar a la misna vez 
que prcyectz Se mevo, despedir personal, y 
propositos %era de I2 bi%iic$eca, les menaza o 
ios bombardea. Eibliotecarios en todos tipos de 
bibiiotecas se encuenrran en is  posici6n de tener 
que elaborar :;n caso macizo y efectivo sobre la 
manera que su biblioreca a f d e  un vdor signifi- 
cativo a la organization plincipai. Es hcra de 
tratar de veneer las tres 'es'-efiacia. eficiencia, 
y economla. Para biXictewios, es un beaeficio 
op:ho usar B punto de referencia para ve: exac- 
tamente lo efectivo, eficiente, y economico que es 
su negodo de servicio de informaci6n. 
TEE fkjT. L,orns MERC~,CTLE LI- 
BURY at the L'civersity of Mis- 
souri-%. Louis seeks applicants 
for the positio~s of Curax, Jokn 
W. Bmiger Failroad CoIIeaio~ 
a d  Oiratcr, Herinztn T. Pogt In- 
land Watenvays Collectior,. Pri.1- 
cipal respomibilities indude Lr- 
rieprh reference service. seIectjon 
3f research materizls f ~ r  the col- 
lections, a s i s t a m  ir, develop- 
k g  and implementkg Ebrary 
policies, and donor reiatioa. 
ilequireme~b: ALSi accredited 
M.L.S.; adva~ced degree ir, 
P a e r i m  iristoqg, at least three 
years of experkxe i r~ specid 
c~ilections pnb!ic services, pref- 
EXPERT CATALCPCXNG 
In a n  effort to b e ~ e r  serve you, SLA has irnpiemernted 
program area e - ~ a i l  addresses. AE inquiries will be 
respocded to within 24 hours. 
Conferences Q Meetings 
meetings@sla.org 
Exhibits Q Advertistazg 
exhibits@sia.org 
advertising@sla,org 
Fund Development 
support@sfa,org 
Government ReIatiom 
govrelations@sia.org 
Information Resources Center 
irc@sla.org 
Membership Development 
NonseriaI P~sbIications 
bzoks@sla.org 
Professional Devdopment 
profdev@slz.org 
Public ReIatisns 
pubrelations@sla. org 
Serial Publiicatians 
=agzzine@sla,srg 
whoswho@sTiam-g 
Research 
research@slz.org 
SLA 
sia@sia.org 
mmce & profile by using suc- 
LA to&free, 24 
hours a day, s 
a week from an 
around the 
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